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Executive Summarv 

The Queensland Police-Citizens Youth Welfare Association successfully applied to and received funding from 
the Australian Government for an extensive energy efficient lighting upgrade across 53 of its facilities across 
Queensland. 

The Final Project Report will provide stakeholders with an overview of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient 
Lighting Upgrade Project, its objectives, the energy efficiency achievements and lessons learnt. This report 
discusses CEEP's objectives and how PCYC Queensland addresses them in addition to the outcomes and 
benefits derived from activities oriented around achieving these objectives. 

The PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project was undertaken to provide 53 PCYC facilities 
with extensive upgrades to their internal lighting to more efficient technologies. The project saw the upgrade from 
previous inefficient High-intensity discharge (HID) and Fluorescent lighting to new LED lighting technology. 

As a result of significant data collection and analysis, it is evident that the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient 
Lighting Upgrade Project has achieved significant energy savings across the organisation. The importance of this 
is emphasised when giving consideration to the significant benefits that PCYC Queensland's activities and 
programs bring to the people of Queensland. 

PCYC Queensland maintains facilities throughout Queensland that provide local communities with much needed 
and highly utilised space and equipment for the local community's use. PCYC Queensland works in partnership 
with Queensland communities to develop and deliver a suite of sporting, recreational, youth development, early
intervention, diversionary, crime-prevention and welfare programs and activities that are responsive to identified 
community need. The majority of PCYC Queensland facilities are located in lower socio economic and 
disadvantaged communities, providing the local youth and community in general a focal point that encourages 
positive lifestyle choices and sense of community. 

Through the significant reduction in the energy costs achieved as a result of this Project, PCYC Queensland will 
continue to provide benefits that far exceed energy efficiency and cost effectiveness. 

Sharing the learning's of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project has been a significant 
commitment and undertaking. PCYC Queensland adopted traditional methods of media releases, reports and 
visual displays, as well as more modern mediums of social media, Youtube video, and a dedicated website to 
communicate the Project and its benefits. 

The project's communication activities primarily targeted PCYC Queensland's 80,000-strong membership base. 
With an annual "foot traffic" of 3 million+ community members, PCYC Queensland had a "captured audience" to 
which they could communicate, demonstrate and educate the community about the Project and about energy 
efficiency more generally. PCYC Queensland hopes that the information provided by PCYC Queensland on local 
energy efficiency solutions has assisted to educate and inform members of the community of the economic and 
environmental benefits that can be achieved rough the reduction of energy consumption. 

As a state-wide project, incorporating 53 facilities, 20,000+ individual luminaries, and a large number of 
stakeholders, the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project was a significa 
the organisation. The engagement of third party industry specialists throughout variou 
ensured that the Project achieved significant outcomes, in time and within bud 

While the engagement of third party contractors largely reduced th 
PCYC Queensland, the Project still demanded a significant i 



staff. PCYC Queensland would like to acknowledge the extensive contribution of the PCYC Queensland Project 
Management Team for their effort and commends them on the results achieved. 

Despite the fact that the Project has been delivered with remarkable success, it wasn't without some "lessons 
learnt". Having worked through the issues faced, PCYC Queensland is now better-equipped to undertake future 
similar projects. 

It is important to note that these upgrades would not have been afforded without the contribution from the 
Australian Government, especially at the more remote sites. The delivery of this project will provide significant 
operating cost reductions and a return on investment for all facilities in a short period of time. 

On behalf of PCYC Queensland, I would like to thank the Australian Government for their significant investment 
into the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project. 

Sincerely, 

Snr. Sgt Rob Fiedler 
Chief Executive Officer 
Queensland Police-Citizens Youth Welfare Association (PCYC Queensland) 

The views expressed herein are not necessarily the views of the Commonwealth of Australia, and the 
Commonwealth does not accept responsibility for any information or advice contained herein. 
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Project Objectives 

The PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project has, from inception, sought to contribute to the 
objectives of the Australian Government's Community Energy Efficiency Program (CEEP). The CEEP objectives 
are laid out below against the corresponding objectives of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting 
Upgrade Project. 

CEEP Objective 1: Support a range of local councils and community organisations increase the energy 
efficiency of different types of non-residential council and community-use buildings, facilities and lighting. 

The corresponding objectives of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project were: 

• All 53 facilities put forward for upgrading in this project will have 90% - 100% of their internal lighting 
upgraded to significantly more efficient technologies. 

• The project will generate annual energy consumption reductions of close to 2 million kWh per annum. 
This will generate annual energy cost reductions of approximately $700,000 across the PCYC portfolio 
achieving a return on investment for PCYC post CEEP funding of 1 year. 

• PCYC Queensland will reduce their carbon emissions by almost 2,000 tonnes per annum. 
• Replacement of 90%+ of existing luminaires will largely eliminate pending maintenance costs relating to 

lighting across PCYC property portfolio. 

• The installation of LED technologies across the entire PCYC sports hall portfolio will extend 
maintenance intervals to 30,000hr significantly reducing the cost of maintaining these difficult to access 
luminaires and improving overall usability of these areas. 

CEEP Objective 2: Demonstrate and encourage the adoption of improved energy management practices within 
councils, organisations and the broader community 

The corresponding objectives of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project were to: 

• install energy efficient lighting technologies products across 53 PCYC facilities to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of energy efficient lighting technology to PCYC members, visitors and respective local 
communities; 

• promote energy efficiency to PCYC members, visitors and local communities through communication of 
project activities and outcomes through traditional vectors and on-line media. 

In addition to the objectives above, CEEP has laid out benefits that the program will bring. These benefits are 
listed below with the corresponding anticipated outcomes of PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting 
Upgrade Project. 

Better services and improved amenity of buildings and community facilities 

PCYC Queensland maintains facilities throughout Queensland that provide local communities with much needed 
and highly utilised space and equipment for the local community's use. Activities carried out in PCYC facilities 
include, sports, fitness, child care, community functions, youth education, training and mentoring program 
over 50,000 young Queenslanders each year. The majority of PCYC Queensland facilities are 
socio economic and disadvantaged communities providing the local youth and com 
that encourages positive lifestyle choices and sense of community. As a not fo 
in the cost of operating individual facilities can be reallocated to more 
equipment and services to the communities we service. PCYC 



Project assists PCYC Queensland to achieve these outcomes for its members and the communities in which 
they live. 

Minimising energy consumption and costs to manage the impacts of the carbon price 

The PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project sought to generate annual energy 
consumption reductions of close to 2 million kWh per annum. An energy consumption reduction of this 
magnitude will generate annual energy cost reductions of approximately $700,000 per annum across the PCYC 
portfolio. 

Building the knowledge and capacity of the energy services and construction industry, and supporting 
competitive Australian energy efficiency technology and equipment manufacturers 

PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project adopted the following practises to ensure the 
project supported competitive Australian energy efficiency technology and equipment manufacturers, as well as 
building the knowledge and capacity of the energy services and construction industry; 

• The project will provide opportunities nationally and locally for all tiers of supply. As a project spread 
over a wide geographic area it will require local transport, accommodation, sub-contractors and other 
services at each installation site; 

• PCYC use a private tendering system to select Australian companies to undertake work. In each 
installation area, where possible, numerous local companies will be given identical specifications and 
scopes of work to tender for installation and maintenance. Similar methods will be used to engage 
website builders and companies that can support the communication and education strategy; 

• There are significant roles on the supply side for freight forwarders, warehousing and storage facilities; 
• All old lighting shall be recycled which will employ dedicated recyclers to extract metal, glass, phosphors 

and heavy metals; 
• Specialist services such as lighting and electrical design will also be required as the project progresses; 
• Contractors will be providing equipment to install including the rental or acquisition of access and lift 

equipment, safety equipment and tools of trade; and, 
• The communication strategy will engage numerous people and organisations from various service 

sectors. 

Contributing to the national effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

The PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project sought to reduce PCYC Queensland's carbon 
emissions by almost 2,000 tonnes per annum, thereby contributing significantly to the national effort to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

Details on how the objectives of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project were achieved 
can be found in the 'Outcomes and Benefits' section of this report. 



Project Energy Efficiency Activities 

Buildings, facilities or sites upgraded 

As per the intention of the original application, PCYC Queensland set out to install energy efficient lighting within 
53 of its facilities across Queensland. These facilities are listed as follows; 

• PCYC State Office - 30 Graystone St, Tingalpa 
• Ashmore PCYC- Dominions Rd, Ashmore 
• Bayside PCYC - Cnr Alexander & McDonald Streets, Lota 
• Beenleigh PCYC- Dauth Park, Alamein St, Beenleigh 
• Biloela PCYC - Valentine Plains Rd, Biloela 
• Blackwater PCYC- Yeates Ave, Blackwater 
• Bowen PCYC-Cnr Queen Rd and Hay St, Bowen 
• Bornhoffen PCYC 3510 Nerang Murwillumbah Road Natural Bridge 
• Burdekin PCYC 164 McMillan St, Ayr 
• Caboolture PCYC- Toovey St, Caboolture 
• Cairns PCYC-91-97 McNamara St, Manunda 
• Carindale PCYC - 27 Narracott St, Carina 
• Castle Hill PCYC- Cnr Hugh & Harold St, West Townsville 
• Cooktown PCYC - 3 May Street Cooktown 
• Charters Towers PCYC Enterprise Rd, Charters Towers 
• Cloncurry PCYC Daintree St, Cloncurry 
• Crestmead PCYC - Gimlet St, Crestmead 
• Dalby PCYC-Cooper St, Dalby 
• Deception Bay PCYC- Maine Tee, Deception Bay 
• Doomadgee PCYC- Lot 515 Goodeedawa Rd Doomadgee 
• Emerald PCYC- Cnr Borilla & Topaz St, Emerald 
• Fortitude Valley PCYC- Cnr Church & Wickham Tee, Fortitude Valley 
• Gladstone PCYC - 53 Yarroon St, Gladstone 
• Gold Coast PCYC - 180 Monaco St, Broadbeach Waters 
• Goondiwindi PCYC - 1 Russell St, Goondiwindi 
• Hervey Bay PCYC - O'Rourke St, Hervey Bay 
• Hills District PCYC - 135a Olearia St, Everton Park 
• lnala PCYC Swallow St, lnala 
• lnnisfail PCYC - 2 Palmerston H'way, lnnisfail 
• Ipswich PCYC- Griffith Rd, Eastern Heights 
• Lang Park PCYC - Suncorp Stadium, 40 Castlemaine St, Paddington 
• Logan City PCYC - Lot 7, Jacaranda Ave, Woodridge 
• Maranoa PCYC 42-44 George Street, Roma 
• Mackay PCYC - Scriha St, Mt Pleasant 
• Mareeba PCYC-136 Walsh St, Mareeba 
• Mornington Island PCYC - Lardil St, Gunune, Mornington Is 
• Mt Isa PCYC-67 Isa St, Mt Isa 
• Nerang PCYC Cayuga Rd, Nerang 
• Palm Island PCYC - Mango Ave, Palm Island 
• Pine Rivers PCYC- Baker St, Off Francis Rd, 



• Redcliffe PCYC - 170 Klinger Rd, Kippa Ring 
• Redlands PCYC - Cnr Mt Cotton & Degen Rds, Capalaba 
• Rockhampton PCYC - Stapleton Park, North Rockhampton 
• Sandgate PCYC - 108 Kempster St, Sandgate 
• South Burnett PCYC - 40 Macalister Street Murgon 
• Sunshine Coast PCYC - Youth Ave, Off Arundle Ave, Nambour 
• Toowoomba PCYC-219a James St, Toowoomba 
• Townsville PCYC- Wellington St, Aitkenvale 
• Tudor Park Activity Centre- 71-78 Clarks Rd, Loganholme 
• Upper Ross PCYC - 43 Allambie Lane, Rasmussen 
• Whitsundays PCYC - Shute Harbour Rd, Airlie Beach 
• Yarrabah PCYC- Backbeach Rd, Yarrabah 
• Zillmere PCYC - 340 Zillmere Rd, Zillmere 

Variations from original project scope 

Of the 53 intended sites, just two (2) facilities declined to proceed with the energy efficient lighting upgrade. The 
two facilities and their reasoning for not proceeding with the upgrade are discussed as follows; 

• Burdekin PCYC: Since funding approval, Burdekin PCYC had forfeited the lease of its basketball 
facility. Given that the high bay lighting within that section of the facility formed a major component of 
the project, the forecast energy efficiencies that would have been achieved, without the inclusion of the 
high bay lighting, were minimal. 

• Tudor Park Activity Centre: After further assessment of existing lighting technology at the Tudor Park 
Activity Centre, it was realised that the Return on Investment at that facility was not feasible this was 
primarily due to the fact that the facility already had energy efficient lighting technologies installed and, 
as a result, the forecast energy efficiencies that would have been achieved were minimal. PCYC 
Executive Management therefore decided against proceeding with the investment. 

The only other significant change occurred at Caboolture PCYC whose facility had recently undergone a 
replacement of HID lighting to LED. Hence the highbay lighting in the sports hall was removed from the scope of 
works. 

Technologies used at each site 

The PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project originally proposed the installation of energy 
efficient LED and T5 technology to deliver a significant reduction in current lighting energy consumption across 
the organisation. However, as a result of a lengthy application, assessment, approval, and tender process 
(almost 1 year and 9 months from original application to tender recommendation), PCYC Queensland discovered 
that newer, more efficient technologies had become affordable during this time. Due to the rapid advances in the 
LED industry, the tender process identified that the upgrades on all 18W and 36W fluorescent lamps could be 
done with state of the art, cost effective and more efficient LED technology, rather than the T5 lam 
proposed. This change promised further energy savings and would also result in greater 
(as the LED lamps have longer warranty periods), all within the originally propos 

As a result of the above, the technologies installed therefore moved f 
andT5 technology, to purely LED technology across the board. 



Four primary lighting technologies were used to deliver the outcomes of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient 
Lighting Upgrade Project; 

• Osram tubular LED lamps (varying sizes, 9W-23W) 
• Robus LED floodlights (varying sizes) 
• LG LED Highbay (120W-230W) 
• LG LED Downlight (CFL and Halogen replacements) 

Technical information regarding each of these products has been attached at Attachment B - Lighting User 
Manual and Technical Specifications for reference. The information attached contains the following details 
relating to each of the abovementioned products; 

• General Information; 

• Operations; 

• Maintenance; 

• Warranty; 

• Specification Sheets; 

• Instruction Manuals; and, 

• Warranties 

Complementary technologies 

While some consideration was given to the installation of solar PV systems, solar hot water and other energy 
efficient technologies, the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project focussed purely upon 
the upgrade of lighting technology only. However, PCYC Queensland understands that, as a result of the 
installation of LED products, additional savings are made via a reduction in heat produced by the lighting; 
thereby reducing demand on air conditioning systems. This has been applied at a factor of 0.15 of applicable 
savings. 

Implementation of technologies 

As the preferred tendering lighting supplier, Rexel supplied each site with the appropriate energy efficient lighting 
product. The products were then installed by local qualified electrical contractors. This involved the coordination 
and management of more than 30 individual electrical contractors, conducting installations across more than 50 
sites. 

Issues, solutions and learnings in implementing the energy efficiency activities 

As a state-wide project, incorporating 51 facilities (some of them located in Queensland's most regional and 
remote centres), 20,000+ individual luminaries, and a large number of stakeholders (including local electrical 
contractors, facility owners, local Councils, PCYC Branch Managers and other Branch Staff), to say that the 
PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project was "complex" would be an understatement. 

PCYC Queensland had original intentions to manage the Project, in-house, drawing upon previous project 
Management experience of key staff and members of the Executive Management Team. However, as the tru 
scope and magnitude of the Project was realised, PCYC Queensland soon recognised that the P 
dedicated and experienced Project Manager. The decision was therefore made to eng 
delivery of professional Project Management services. Two organisations subm 

• Scope Lighting Solutions; and, 
• Arup. 



Due to a strong tender proposal, a proven track record of delivering projects in full and on time, and previous 
direct engagement on PCYC Queensland projects, Arup were selected as the company most suited to deliver 
Project Management services. Arup dedicated a team of three qualified Project Managers who worked closely 
with key PCYC Queensland staff to deliver the successful outcomes of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient 
Lighting Upgrade Project. 

With extensive experience in delivering projects of this magnitude, Arup brought new suggestions and solutions 
as to how the Project would best be delivered. Timelines, methodology and, in the end, technologies all varied 
from the original project proposed at application: 

Timelines varied significantly from what was originally proposed. This was due to many factors, which included; 
• Nil tenders received in first round of tender for the delivery of works; and, 
• Underestimation of the magnitude of the Project; 
• Staff illness/turnover. 

The second realisation that PCYC Queensland had was that the Project not only required professional Project 
Management services but also professional technical advice/services. These were provided both by Arup (as an 
additional expense to their Project Management) and Scope Lighting Solutions (during the Audit and 
Measurement and Verification phases of the project). Each PCYC facility had to be individually audited in order 
to; 

a) Provide a detailed account of all existing luminaries; and, 
b) Suggest the most appropriate energy efficient lighting solution. 

Scope Lighting Solutions were contracted to conduct the majority of these site audits (excluding those performed 
by Ilium-a-lite during the application-phase). Scope Lighting Solutions were then able to provide PCYC 
Queensland with accurate Baseline Energy measures, projected savings (in CO2 emissions, kWh, MJ/user/day, 
and in dollar($) terms), and projected return on investment. 

Arup's Professional Services were required to provide third party assessment and vetting of audit 
recommendations and, later in the process, technologies proposed during the tender process. In order to source 
the most appropriate contractor for the site works, Arup were required to assess each tender, including the 
technologies suggested by each contractor. This required a thorough understanding of each technology, its 
projected energy efficiencies, and the multiplication of that across all 51 project sites. 

These additional "Professional Services" costs have been costed to the "Energy Audit and Assessment" budget 
line item, as approved by the Department. 

Further issues relating to the project arose when, after the first round of tender, zero (0) tenders were received 
for the works. As a result, the project methodology was revised and Project Managers, Arup, were forced to 
conduct a second tender round; to which Rexel were the recommended supplier. Whist a successful result was 
eventually achieved; going to tender for a second time was not only costly financially, but it also set the project 
timeline back by an additional month. 

This setback had implications upon to sites in particular; Palm Island PCYC and Mornington Island PCYC 
two facilities had managed to secure additional funding via Ergon Energy's "powersavvy" pr 
contribute towards PCYC Queensland's required 33% co-contribution towards total pr · 
this equated to $10,300 for Palm Island and $5,100 on Mornington Island. Th 
these sites however was only valid until 30/06/2014. PCYC Queensla 
powersavvy agreement until 31 August 2014. However, after th 
timeframe wasn't going to be met either. Not willing to mi 



PCYC Queensland engaged two local suppliers outside of the state-wide tender scope to conduct the works at 
the two sites. Jason Healy Electrical performed the works on Palm Island and SJD Electrical conducted the 
works on Mornington Island. The Department will therefore note that the invoices and payments for these two 
sites appear separately to the remaining sites completed by Rexel. 

As the project timeframe drew on, the realisation of the urgency to progress the project forward on the remaining 
sites grew larger. No longer could the originally-proposed end-to-end, region-by-region, approach be adopted. If 
the project was going to proceed, the works had to occur concurrently across the remaining 49 sites which is 
what happened. The entire physical works aspect of the project occurred between 1 November 2014 and 31 
March 2015. The following Gantt chart illustrates the final stages of the project, involving the physical works at 
each site; 
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Figure 1: Gantt chart illustrating Project Timeframe 
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The final issue worthy of note was the difficulty in meeting proposed communication activit' 
changes in project timeframes, the ability to communicate the projects successes 
affected significantly. The results of the project have been well communica 
PCYC attendees over the last 12 months however it was difficult to 
with the original proposal. 

e 



While the Project has been delivered with remarkable success, it wasn't without some lessons learnt. A project of 
this scope and magnitude was always going to require a dedicated Project Manager, with extensive experience 
in the delivery of major projects of this size. PCYC Queensland has learnt that, in future, a project of this size will 
require a dedicated Project Manager from the outset. Other lessons learnt include; 

• the need to work closely with potential contractors to determine a suitable scope of works, in a format 
that meets industry expectations; 

• increased provision for Project Management costs; 
• increased provision for Professional Advice/Services; 
• to make the process more efficient, it is recommended that only one audit is undertaken by the same 

contractor who will undertake the implementation works; 
• increased communication with facility managers as to the benefits of the project and investment 

required of them; and, 
• greater emphasis placed upon the importance of communication activities. 

While the above describes the Project Energy Efficiency Activities in a general, Project-wide sense, Rexel, have 
reported the following site-specific issues for remark; 

• "Bayside had structural damage under the floor so we were unable to upgrade the lighting in areas that 
required access equipment due to weight restriction issues." 

• "Lang Park had issues with the new lights "swinging in the wind" when the air-conditioners were on. We 
rectified this by reinstalling the fittings closer to the ceiling to eliminate the swinging." 

• "Ina/a already had LED highbays in one sports hall so these were not upgraded. The other sports hall 
had a unique ceiling and the existing highbays were recessed into the ceiling. We had to re-design this 
so that the new lights are now hung from the ceiling instead of being recessed. This provides much 
easier access to the lights in future without any weight restriction concerns as there is no need to be 
inside the ceiling space anymore." 

• "Redlands was tricky due to children using the facility for school holiday care. Access was tricky but we 
managed to work around this safely, eventually. Gymnastics area was not completed due to equipment 
being in the way and unable to be moved. 11 

• "Pine Rivers and Roma had some hard access areas. We worked around this using scaffolding instead 
of scissor lifts in certain areas. 11 

• "Hills District were unhappy with the glare from the new lights which was affecting their Badminton 
competitions so some old lights were left in situ." 

• "lnnisfail was unique in that they had installed netting beneath the highbays in the sports hall to prevent 
balls hitting the lights. Our installer found a way to get through the netting and change the lights over 
with some extra work and care needed. 11 

• "We didn't have any technology issues at all. 11 

• "One lesson learnt from this whole experience is how hard it is to remotely manage 30 plus contractors 
to complete installations across 50 sites in all parts of Queensland. 11 

• "The timing of Christmas and school holidays did not help. 11 



Project Demonstration and Communications Activities 

Communication/demonstration activities undertaken 

Sharing the learning's of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project has been a significant 
commitment and undertaking. PCYC Queensland has used both traditional methods of media releases, reports 
and visual displays, as well as more modern mediums of social media, Youtube video, and a dedicated website 
to communicate the Project and its benefits. 

Various modes of communication were utilised and include; 
• PCYC Website; 
• Social Media; 
• Newsletters; 
• Posters; 
• Retractable "pull-up" banners; 
• Promotion via email signature; 
• Youtube video; 
• Media releases; 
• Reports to Executive Management and QPCYWA Board of Directors; and, 
• Communications to Branch Managers and other key stakeholders. 

Information on how these modes assisted in the communication of PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting 
Upgrade Project has been discussed in more detail below. 

• PCYC Website 

A key communications activity that PCYC Queensland committed to undertake was to create a webpage on the 
PCYC Queensland website dedicated to the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project. The 
Webpage has been an evolving page, changing shape as the Project progressed. The page can found at 
http://pcyc.org.au/energyefficiency or by going to PCYC Queensland's main website and clicking the rolling 
CEEP banner at the top of the page. 

Figure 2: CEEP Web Banner used by PCYC Queensland 

The Webpage was professionally developed by Avalde Digital, contains an interactive m 
each participating PCYC branch identified on the map. If a web user was to then 
reported energy and dollar savings are displayed. 
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Figure 3: Interactive map displayed on dedicated webpage 

The latest addition to the webpage has been the inclusion of an embedded Youtube video. The video is a short, 
2 minute video that describes the project from a PCYC branch perspective (lnnisfail PCYC) and the benefits it 
has brought to the branch and the wider community. 

Figure 4: Embedded Youtube video on dedicated webpage 

Between 1 April 2014 and 28 May 2015, the webpage has received 472 "pag 
various stages of the project, as a result of our communication activitie 
following graph. 
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Figure 5: "Google Analytics" graphical representation of web traffic. 

The peak during April/May 2015 was due to a concerted effort to direct traffic to the site through the inclusion of 
the Web Banner (as seen in Figure 1) as part of each PCYC employees' default email signature. This is 
discussed in further detail later in this report. 

• Social Media 

The outcomes of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project have been communicated 
through social media, via Facebook. On a State-wide level, PCYC Queensland's Facebook page has 
communicated the overall outcomes of the project, presenting the collated achievemenUoutcomes of the project 
across all sites combined. This has been done via semi-regular "posts", each approved by the Department prior 
to posting. The Youtube video mentioned above was also "shared" via Facebook. 

In addition to this, each PCYC branch maintains their own individual facebook page, with local "followers". 
Project achievements at a Branch-level have therefore been communicated at a local level via each individual 
Branch's facebook page. 

In total, PCYC Queensland and its branches have a combined social media following of 53,096 members of the 
online community. 

The social media template utilised by each branch, as approved by the Department, was distributed as per the 
following "template", with the highlighted sections completed by the branch with respect to their individual branch 
outcomes and program/activity that their savings would be directed; 

«Club» 

Thanks to the Australian Government, we have received $1,402,284 in funding! This mea 
Energy Efficient lighting upgrade, saving us: 

• «insert amount>> tonnes of greenhouse gasses per yea 
• $«insert amount>> a year to spend on better thin 

choice). 

ge 



The following image is a "screenshot" taken of just one of many facebook posts promoting the program. 

Page Activity Insights 

Thanks to the Australian Government, PCYC 
has received $1,402,284 in funding! This 
means we get an Energy Efficient lighting 
upgrade, saving our club: 

33 tonnes of greenhouse gasses per 
year, and 

$7,846 a year to ... 

Figure 6: Sample facebook post by Dalby PCYC promoting the project via social media. 

With a social media following in excess of 50,000 people, the social media campaign brought significant 
exposure to the Project. 

• Media releases 

Traditional methodology of engaging mainstream media, including TV, radio and print media, has also been 
adopted in communicating the outcomes of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project. 
Unfortunately, as is often the case with mainstream media, the progression from media release through to having 
the story run/published, is largely in the hands of the media outlet. PCYC Queensland has disseminated the 
following media release (modified to include individual branch outcomes) to over 50 national, state, and local TV, 
radio, and newspaper outlets; 

For Immediate Release 

1 June 2015 

Energy Efficient Lighting Means Brighter Future for PCYC 

PCYC «C/ubname» has received an energy effici 
from the Australian Government. 



The lighting upgrade is expected to save the PCYC $«insert amount saved»in electricity and 
maintenance costs per year, as well as reducing their greenhouse gas emissions by «insert amount» 
tonnes. 

Apart from the positive environmental effects, the cost savings will allow the PCYC to send less on 
maintenance costs, and more on sports, activities and youth development programs. 

"PCYC Queensland provides communities with quality youth development programs, as well as 
affordable sport and recreation opportunities. By reducing the costs of running our facilities, PCYC can 
continue to provide benefits that far exceed energy efficiency and cost effectiveness." said Rob Fiedler, 
CEO of PCYC Queensland. 

-ENDS-

For more information contact «who should the contact be?» 

The above media release has also been distributed on a State-level, with overall consolidated outcomes 
distributed to media outlets, large and small. 

Please see below news article published as a result of the media release. 



ighting upgrade a $30,000 boost I The North West Star http ://www.northweststar.corn.au/story /3123411/lighting-upgrade-a-3 ... 

.i/.l. 

Lighting upgrade a $30,000 boost 
By CI-FllS BURNS June 3, 2015, 5·07 p.m 

THE Mountlsa PCYC is expected to save more than $30,000 a year in electricity through an 

LED lighting upgrade 

Branch manager Sergeant Gina Scott said the upgrade to Light Enritting Diodes (LED) was 

energy efficient and would reduce maintenance costs and greenhouse gas enissions by 102 

tonnes. 

lighting was installed at Christmas but $1.4 million in federal government funding was recently 

finalised. 

"It's certainly brightened our lives." Sergeant Scott said 

"It's $30,863 a year to spend on better things, like youth actrvit1es and outreach activities in and 

around Mount Isa.· 

Coincidentally. the PCYCs announcement comes as the Mount Isa City Council considers the 

business case in upgrading 2642 street lights 

Mount Isa Deputy Mayor Brett Peterson described the PCYC's projected saving as 

"phenomenal" 

"For a small not-for-profit group that's a fantastic saVJng." Cr Peterson said 

Cr Peterson suggested in last week"s council meeting of being part of Ergon Energy's LED trial 

in central Queensland 

He hoped money to pay for LED lighting in Mount Isa could be set aside in the new budget 

Mount Isa chief executive Emilio C1anett1 said there were 2642 street lights in the Mount Isa 

shire. which indudes Camooweal 

"Of these 2291 fall under the Mount Isa City Council's ownership (and) responsibility." Mr 

Cianetti said. 

Mount Isa ratepayers pay $1million in street lighting each year. 

Ergon Energy believes LEO lighting might use 50 to 70 per cent less electricity. 

Mount Isa PCYC branch manager Sergeant Gina Scott says LED lighting l!lgracles paid for 

ttrnugh the federal government will save about $30,000 a year 

Figure 7: The North West Star newspaper published this story on 3 June 2015 
efficiency 



• Newsletters 

The distribution of newsletters within PCYC branches is regular and common-place. The majority of PCYC 
branches publish a monthly newsletter that is distributed to its members - an audience of some 80,000+ 
members. 

The PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project has received significant newsletter coverage 
throughout the project period, not only keeping members up-to-date with the changes to the Club and possible 
interruptions to program delivery, but also to the benefits of the project and in Energy Conservation in general. 

The following is an excerpt from a recently published State-wide newsletter; 

PCYC Queensland has j-Oined with the 
Oueen>lood Police Setvice w 
celebrate its 150th year cel•brations. 
Board merrbers joined more than 400 
guests llllo attended the highlight 
evenlof!he celebra!ien> with a Gala 
llnner held at Brisbane Cily Hall on Ille 
10111 July. It was a great nigh! and 
recognised the breadth of work that the 
OPS dewers to the commmily or 
Queenslood including our 54 PCYCs 

The new FIMnclal Year has srarted 
l'li!h a con!inualklll of a tough 
eeonomi<: oullook with al levels of 
government still tiying rein 111 debt 
which timils the program funding 
aval!ob!e and keeps business 
confidence low. 

L<lfortuna!ely this will mean the 
pressure to maintain the level ol 

seNice delivery currently provided will 
con!iooe to be difficult 111 a diminishing 
funding pool but we believe by finding 
savings and in'l>rovmg producbvi!y we 
can hold our posll!cn 

The programs being delwered to our 
communities have never been so high 
so it is evident that branches are taking 
up the challenge presented by the 
Commissioner of Police and the Board 
in raising the level and profile of youth 
programs within PCYCs. 

PCYC Queensland gets Energy 
Eff"tdtnt. 
Thanks to the Australian 
Government PCYC QJeensland 
has received a generous Ccmmuni!y 
Energy Efficiency Program (CEEP) 
grant which will provide 53 PCYC 
Queensland clubs with energy audds 
and an energy elfidenl ligh!ing 
upgrade. 

Tt,e CEEP Is a CC!ll)ettwe. merit• 
based grant program that provides 
«>-funding to local governing bodies 
and non-prort communitt 
organisatkllls like PCYC 
OUeenlland. Tot funding helps w 
in'l>lement energy efficiency projects 
in council and corr,nunily owned 
buildings, ratifies and sites. 

Wit!l the CEEP grant of $1,402.284 
and PCYC Queensland's 
contribution of $722,388, we will be 
upgrading lo energy elflcienl lighting 
In 53 c!Ubs. Thlniill help us to 
draslitally reduce our e!eclndy and 
m:iinlenance costs, Md reduce our 
carbon foolprint by 2,000 tonnes or 
greenhouse gasses per year. 

PCYC Queensland provides 
comrurities with quality youth 
development programs, as well as 
affordable sport and recreation 
opportUllities. By reducing the costs 
cf runnir,g our fru:ililies, PCYC can 
continue to provide benefits that far 
exceed energy efficiency and ccst 
elfecliveness There was no Board meeling In July, 

Figure 8: Excerpt from newsletter communicating the PCYC Queensland 
Queensland's 1,300+ staff members. 



• Posters 

One of the more effective ways in which PCYC Queensland were able to communicate the projected outcomes 
and benefits of the Project was via posters, which were printed and displayed within each of the participating 
PCYC facilities. 

The posters were printed and distributed to Clubs following the audit-phase of the project, once each Club had 
an accurate project energy efficiency target. Each Club received 5 x A3-size posters and 1 x A2-size poster for 
display within high-traffic areas of the Club, to ensure maximum exposure. The following is an example of a 
poster displayed at one of the participating facilities (Ashmore PCYC); 

Thanks Australian Government PCYC Queensland 
has received a Hficiencv Program 
grant around will receive 
use an Energy Efficient lighting Upgrade. 
This upgrade will reduce PCYC Queensland's carbon emissions by 2,000 tonnes per year, and 
significantly reduce our electricity bills and maintenance costs. This will save PCYC approximately 
$700,000 per year, helping us to spend more money on programs and less on overheads. 



• Retractable "pull-up" banners 

PCYC Queensland used "pull-up" style banners to communicate the final achievements/outcomes of the project. 
These 2000mm x 850mm banners are highly visible; with each PCYC branch displaying the banner at the 
entrance of their Club to maximise visibility and exposure. In the aim of providing consistency of "brand 
recognition", the banner design follows that of the posters printed at the start of the Project, as per the below 
design proof; 

pcyc.org.au/energyefficiency 

Tl!anks to tile Australian Government,PCYC Queensland 
has reeellled funding for enerunse audits and an Enero 
Elflcl1111t U11litinr; Upgrade for our clubs across Queeuianll 

Figure 10: Poster 'proor from Beenleigh PCYC's pull-up banner. 

The 51 branches to have had work completed at their branch 
PCYC Queensland receives over 3 million attendances 



of 80,000 community members. The positioning and visibility of the pull-up banners all-but-guarantees that in 
excess of 50,000 people have been exposed to the project and its achievements. 

• Promotion via email signature 

During the week beginning 20 April 2015, PCYC Queensland had its Information Technology department set 
every PCYC employees' default email signature to display the program's web banner (as shown in Figure 8). If 
an email recipient was to then click on the web banner in their email, they would have been directed to the 
project's webpage. With more than 1,000 staff state-wide, each sending numerous emails each day, the web 
banner would have been distributed to more than 20,000 email recipients during the week-long promotional 
period (20 April 2015- 24 April 2015). This promotional method has been attributed to the "spike" in website 
traffic during late-April, as shown in Figure 5. 

Kind Regards, 

Figure 11: Example email showing PCYC Employee default signature displaying the program's web banner. 

• Youtube video 

PCYC Queensland had intended to create a series of Youtube videos that would describe showcase, in video 
format, the project and its benefits to the environment and to the community. The first video however only 
generated 29 "views" on the PCYC Queensland Youtube channel; that is despite its embedment into the 
webpages, as well as a "share" on PCYC Queensland's facebook page (which generated 28 "likes" and had a 
"reach" of 987 people; as shown by Figure 9). 



53 PCYCs in OLD have just received an energy efficient lighting upgrade, 
thanks to the Australian Government. 

This will reduce our carbon emissions by 2,000 tonnes and save us 
approximately S700,000 per year. Now we can spend more on activities 
and programs for young Queens!anders1 

Energy Efficiency at PCYC 
The Australian Government has provided a S1.4 

and 

an energy efficient lighting 
across Oueenslanct. 

Figure 12: PCYC Queensland's facebook ·share· of the You/ube video reached 987 people and received 28 'likes'. 

As a result of the apparent lack of interest in the first video, PCYC Queensland's Marketing and Promotions 
Team decided not to proceed with the proposed "sequels". As video production is a costly and time consuming 
process, the Team decided that the time and money was better spent on other media. 

The Youtube video can still be viewed on the PCYC Queensland Youtube channel and can be accessed by 
entering the following link into your web browser https://youtu.be/9vcqkl 9JT A. 

• Reports to Executive Management and QPCYWA Board of Directors 

Regular reports to the PCYC Queensland Executive Management Team and the QPCYWA Board of Directors 
were made throughout the duration of the project via the Company Secretary, Mr Mark Walker. Mr Walker, in his 
role as General Manager of Corporate Services, had direct oversight of the project and hence was able to 
provide first-hand reports to the Executive Management Team and QPCYWA Board of Directors. These reports 
were intended to keep the company stakeholders abreast of the progression of the project, as well as to achieve 
the appropriate expenditure and sub-contractor approvals. 

• Communications to Branch Managers and other key stakeholders 

Consistent and comprehensive communication between the Project Management Team and facility/site 
managers was vital to the successful delivery of the project. The Branch Managers at each site were responsible 
for the following activities; 

• Promotion of the project to local community members; 
• Educating the local community about energy efficiency more general! · 
• Displaying project promotional materials within their facility; 
• Ensuring sub-contractors adhered to Workplace Healt 

ge 



• Coordination of the temporary cancellation of local PCYC activities, should the installation phase bare 
impact on the activities scheduled at the branch on the day(s) of installation; 

• Reporting of any faults, defects or other local complications; 
• Recording and reporting of any local community feedback occurring as a result of the project. 

Branch Managers were kept abreast of the project primarily via email and, to a lesser extent, phone calls from 
the Project Management Team. An extensive communique to all Branch Managers was distributed by the Project 
Managers in November 2014, at the commencement of the installation-phase of the project. The document set 
out the following: 

1. Outline of the project scope 
2. Key Project T earn 
3. Role of the Branch Manager 
4. Appendix A: Contractor responsibilities on site 
5. Appendix B: Proforma to be completed by Branch Managers 

A copy of this document was supplied as an attachment to PCYC Queensland's Milestone 4 Report and can be 
provided again upon request. 

Stakeholders targeted as part of the communication/demonstration activities 

The project's communication activities primarily targeted PCYC Queensland's 80,000-strong membership base. 
With an annual 'foot traffic" of 3 million+ community members, PCYC Queensland had a "captured audience" to 
which they could communicate, demonstrate and educate the community about the project and of energy 
efficiency more generally. Communication methods used to reach these members included; 

• PCYC Website; 
• Social Media; 
• Newsletters; 
• Posters; 
• Retractable "pull-up" banners; 
• Promotion via email signature; 
• Youtube video; 

Other internal stakeholders included the Company's Board of Directors, Executive Management Team, Branch 
Managers and some 1,300+ employees State-wide. Communication methods used to reach these stakeholders 
included; 

• Newsletters; 
• Reports to Executive Management and QPCYWA Board of Directors; and, 
• Communications to Branch Managers and other key stakeholders. 

The broader community was also targeted via the media releases to general community news services/outlets. 
While the uptake from these outlets was minimal, the message was promoted to the community nonetheless. 

The broader online community was also targeted via social media, Youtube video and website presence. 

Educating the local community about energy efficiency more generally 

Education regarding energy efficiency in a more general sense was provid 
Each individual facility manager was left responsible for the promoti 
sense. The Project Management Team distributed the follow 



them in promoting energy efficient practises "at home". The Fact Sheet was developed using information 
garnered from the YourPowerQld.com.au website. 

Hot water systems 
• Most electric hot water, solar hot water or heat punps can be connected to an Ecooomy tariff 

Check if you can conMct youa. 
• Sot your hot water system thoonostat to 60"C. 
• Queensland building regulations require new hot waler symms to be efficient 

Pool pumps 
• Cheek if your swimming pool punp is already connected to an Economy tariff. 
• Install an energy effi<itn! pool pump if Your punp needs replacing. 

Cooling and heating 
Coock Iha setting of yol/l cooling and heating system - coo5ng should bo set to 24-25"C and 
heating to 18'C for efficient energy use. 
If pm:hasing a OP air condruooer, consider a PeakSmart m-odet 
Use ceiling fans to create a coo!brneeo -
yOIJf air coodiiool!f them1os1at by O!h'y lllio 
coolmg costs by IJl) to 20"% 
Check insulation lewis in the wa!s and ceilings. 
Curtains Of blinds -.ilh pelmllts that d tr1Ugly in the "'~dow frame can inp1ovo the insulation 
of yoor windows 

Refrigeration 
• If yoo have a sec011d fridge, rum ii off if not in use 
• Regularly defrost non frost-free fridges am! freeeers. 
• Choose appliruieos wilh the highest Enorgy Rating Lab•I and "'"" more mon•y in th• long 

run. 

lighting 
• Us• compact ffuoraseent or LED bulbs. 

Cooking 
• MkroiVave.s are more efficient than ovens 

Standby 
• Turn off appbanses at the wall. 
• Invest in a remote control power board to remove standby power when appfiances are net in 

use 

Figure 13: Fact Sheet with tips to achieving an energy efficient home distributed to PCYC Branch Managers for dissemination across their 
local community and/or membership base. 

Branch Managers were tasked with disseminating the information to the community using the most ap 
method for their individual branch/location, these included; 

• Printing the flier and displaying it adjacent to the promotional posters; 
• Distributing the Fact Sheet to members via email; 
• Verbal promotion of the energy saving tips; 
• Presentations to community stakeholders and Branc 



Communicating information throughout the life of the project 

Information about the project and energy efficiency was communicated both at the beginning of the project and 
again at the conclusion of the project. Initial communication promoted the forecast energy efficiency savings. 
This was promoted via the Posters and Website. The actual energy efficiency savings were communicated then 
at the conclusion of the project via Social Media, Media Releases, Pull-up Banners, Newsletters, and (Email) 
Communication to Branch Managers and Other Stakeholders. 



Outcomes and benefits of the Project 

The PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project was one of the largest projects undertaken by 
PCYC Queensland, in terms of project scope, geographic spread, budget and complexity. It was also one of the 
most successful. This section of the report will outline project's outcomes and the extent to which it achieved its 
objectives. A description on exactly how the Project contributed to the CEEP Objectives has been detailed in the 
"Project Objectives" section of this report. 

Forecast Energy Efficiency Outcomes 

The following table provides an overview of the forecast energy efficiency outcomes of the entire PCYC 
Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project using the Department's Project Energy Efficiency 
Improvement Template (taken from the Project Plan); 

PROJECT TITLE Community Energy Efficiency Program PROJECT ID CEEP2163 

FUNDING RECIPIENT QPCYWA 

Building, Facility or Site 1 

Name of Building, Facilitypr Site 1 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facjlity or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

BaseHne Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reportin9:pata (Measuri.ng ~11ergy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) . 

DATE 4 Sept 

53 of PCYC Facilities across OLD 

Assorted 

Sport and Recreation Halls 

Upgrade of lighting 

Third Party audit provided by Scope Lighting Solutions 

17,241,044 MJ per annum 

9,081,900 MJ per annum 

Reduction of 8,159,144 MJ per annum 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Cost of electricity by site was determined by per kW pricing from c 
power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per kWh 
been applied to all facilities based on indiv· 
from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majorit 



the building type and its usage. 

Cost of Activity $2,386,944 

Estimated Cost Savings $697,641 per annum 

Table 1: Forecast project energy efficiency improvement (taken from Project Plan) 

The energy efficiencies forecast at the commencement of the project were calculated using results obtained as a 
result of a comprehensive site audit process. PCYC Queensland engaged industry consultants, Scope Lighting 
Solutions, to conduct comprehensive site audits at each PCYC facility prior to the commencement of the project. 
Using this information, Scope Lighting Solutions were then able to provide PCYC Queensland with accurate 
Baseline Energy measures, projected savings (in CO2 emissions, kWh, MJ/user/day, and in dollar($) terms), and 
projected return on investment. The detail contained within the audits also formed the basis of the scope of 
works provided as part of the tender documentation created by Arup. 

PCYC Queensland acknowledges some inconsistencies between what was recorded as part of the audit process 
and what was delivered on-site by the individual contractors. This comes as a result of some errors in some of 
the site audits conducted by Scope Lighting Solutions and also due to the "translation" of audit documents into 
the tender scope. PCYC Queensland, Arup, and Rexel noted some significant inaccuracies in some of the 
lighting audits. As a result, Arup set, as a condition of tender, that the contracted organisation would conduct a 
"walk-through" of each site to check the tender scope against the actual lighting count in each facility. This 
process enabled PCYC Queensland and Project Managers Arup, to make an informed and accurate assessment 
of each tender received; thereby minimising the risk of variation in actual project cost. PCYC Queensland have 
noted this as a "lesson learnt" and recommends that, for any future projects of this nature, the site audits should 
be conducted by the same company that will be doing the site works. This will avoid "doubling up" on 
consultation fees. 

As per the above table, the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project originally proposed a 
lighting upgrade for 53 PCYC facilities across Queensland. In the end, due to reasons discussed earlier, only 51 
facilities ended up undergoing the upgrade. Based on the calculations made on the 53 sites, PCYC Queensland 
estimated an overall reduction in energy usage of 8,159,144 MJ per annum. Based on an averaged per kWh 
price of $0.23, this reduction in energy usage was to equate to a saving of $697,641 per annum. 

As per the above table, MJ per user per day was deemed to be the most appropriate Baseline Energy Efficiency 
unit of measure for this project. This was decided based upon the significant variation in PCYC facility size and 
structure and lack of information regarding the exact size in square meters of each facility. Usage rates of each 
facility were a much more readily-available unit of measurement. 

Operating hours also vary from one PCYC facility to the next and therefore the individual operating hours for 
each facility were provided by each facility manager. 

Finally, to maintain industry standards, individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses, in accordance with the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) 
rulings for the NSW Energy Saving Scheme. 

Actual Energy Efficiency Outcomes 

The following table provides an overview of the consolidated outcomes 
Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project using the Department's Projec 



PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting 
Upgrade Project 

PROJECT ID CEEP2163 

FUNDING RECIPIENT 
Queensland Police-Citizens Youth Welfare 
Association 

DATE 2Aug 2013 

Bujlding, Facility or Site 1 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Locati<>n (address) 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency E.stimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reportingpata (MeasuringEne.rgy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

51 PCYC facilities across Queensland 

Queensland, state-wide 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of lighting 

Third Party audit provided by Scope Lighting Solutions 

16,771,534 MJ per annum (originally calculated at 17,241,044 MJ per 
annum) / 4.94 MJ per user per day 

9,528,667 MJ per annum / 2.89 MJ per user Per day 

7,242,867 MJ per annum/ 2.05 MJ per user per day (Baseline Energy 
Efficiency - New Energy Efficiency) 

• Users per day= 9,017 

• Hours of operation = Varies per facility 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Cost of electricity by site was determined by per kW pricing from current 
power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per kWh price of $0.24 has 
been applied to all facilities based on individual per kWh charges ranging 
from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per kWh. 

MJ per user per day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consi 
the building type and its usage 

$1,978,315.00 



In addition to the above calculations and outcomes, PCYC Queensland is able to provide the following additional 
calculated outcomes; 

2,052 
$506,334.93 

Maintenance Savin s Fluorescent $74,103.57 

Maintenance Savin s Other Lamps $36,267.31 
$616,705.81 
$1,978,315.00 

AVG Pa back in Years 4.4 

CEEP Fundin $1,306,823.00 
$671,492.00 

in Years 1.5 
4.94 

2.89 
Table 3: Additional calculations regarding overall project energy efficiency improvement 

As mentioned earlier, PCYC Queensland acknowledges some inaccuracies in the original audits conducted by 
Scope Lighting Solutions. As a result, some of the calculations of baseline and forecast energy usage were, in
turn, also slightly inaccurate. The post-Project data however is based upon the actual lighting count at each 
facility, calculated using the number of luminaries removed and the number and type of luminaries installed. This 
observation has therefore resulted in a 3% shift in the Baseline Energy Use, from 17,241,044 MJ per annum 
down to 16,771,534 MJ per annum. Whilst only slight, PCYC Queensland felt it necessary to explain the 
observed variation. It must also be noted that the post-Project data was based on the 51 remaining participating 
sites, rather than the 53 sites in the original calculations. The final variation between pre-Project data and post
Project data that must be noted is the fact that the post-Project savings in financial-terms($), has been 
calculated at an average per kWh price of $0.24 (as opposed to the $0.23/kWh price used in the pre-Project 
calculations). Again, this is due to a more accurate estimate of electricity pricing averaged across the 51 
participating PCYC facilities. 

The post-Project calculations are therefore considered by PCYC Queensland to be more accurate than 
the pre-Project (or forecast) calculations and hence the following discussion is based upon the post
Project calculations. 

As a result of the significant site-by-site post-Project analysis, again conducted by industry specialists, Scope 
Lighting Solutions, it is evident that the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project h 
achieved significant energy savings across the organisation. The Project has delivered subs 
51 of the 55 facilities managed by PCYC Queensland. These upgrades would not h 
the contribution from the Australian Government, especially at the more re 
will provide significant operating cost reductions and a return on inves 
time. As a not-for-profit organisation, these savings can be inv 
PCYC Queensland to deliver its highly-valued services i 



Importantly, the Project has achieved the following; 
1. A reduction in overall energy usage, across the organisation, of 7,242,867 MJ per annum; 
2. A reduction in greenhouse gas emissions of 2,052 tonnes of CO2 per annum; 
3. A total annual financial saving of $616,706 per annum; and, 
4. An estimated return on the QPCYWA investment of 1.5 years (4.4 years without the assistance of the 

Australian Government's funding contribution). 

The Project has achieved many other positive outcomes, including; 
• 51 of the proposed 53 facilities put forward for upgrading in this project have had 90% -100% of their 

internal lighting upgraded to significantly more efficient technologies. 
• 2/3 of the $2 million upgrade was funded by the Australian Government, with some minimal further 

funding secured in two sites from one of Queensland's major energy retailers. 
• The replacement of 90%+ of existing luminaires has largely eliminated pending maintenance costs 

relating to lighting across the PCYC Queensland property portfolio. 
• The installation of LED technologies across almost the entire PCYC property portfolio will extend 

maintenance intervals to 30,000hrs (up from 12,000-15,000hrs), thereby significantly reducing the cost 
of maintaining these difficult to access luminaires and improving overall usability of these areas. 

• All technologies installed have been approved by the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal. 
Providing surety to PCYC of the quality of technology being installed within their facilities. 

Forecast Outcomes vs Actual Outcomes 

In terms of how the Project performed against forecast outcomes, the results are best represented by the 
following table; 

Saving in Lighting energy usage (MJ per annum) 

A/C Savings at 0.15 factor of applicable savings (MJ) 

Total energy Savings (MJ) 

New Energy Efficient Energy Usage (MJ) 

CO2 (Savings Tonnes) 
· per annum ($) 

Maintenance savings 

Total savings($) 

Capital 
AVG payback in years 

Number of sites to receive upgrade 

All 53 facilities put forward for upgrading in this project will have 
90% - 100% of their internal lighting upgraded to significantly 
more efficient technolo ies. 
2/3 of this $2 million upgrade will be funded by CEEP with strong 
potential for further funding to be accessed via major QLD energy 
retailers. 
PCYC Queensland will reduce their carbon emissions by almost 
2,000 tonnes er annum. 
Replacement of 90%+ of existing luminaires will largely 

8,159,144 

442,076 

8,601,220 

9,081,900 

2,437 

$535,570 

$162,072 

$697,641 

$2,386,944 

3.99 

53 

6,700,918 No 
370,314 No 
7,242,867 No 
9,528,667 Yes 
2,052 No 

$506,335 No 

$110,371 No 
$616,706 No 
$1,978,315 Yes 

4.4 No 

51 No 



pending maintenance costs relating to lighting across PCYC 
ro ert ortfolio. 

The installation of LED technologies across the entire PCYC 
sports hall portfolio will extend maintenance intervals to 30,000hr 
significantly reducing the cost of maintaining these difficult to 
access luminaires and im rovin overall usabilit of these areas. 
All technologies put forward are approved by the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal. Providing surety to PCYC of the 
qualit of technolo bein installed within their facilities. 
Table 4: Comparison between forecast outcomes and actual outcomes achieved. 

Yes 

Yes 

As per the above table, the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project, for the most part, 
failed to achieve the outcomes forecast at the commencement of the Project. This can be attributed, in part, to 
the following causal factors; 

• Inaccuracies in the initial audit data collected by Scope Lighting Solutions, thereby inflating forecast 
outcomes; 

• Reduction in project scope with the exclusion of two of the proposed sites; 
• Inflated Project Management and consultant fees, contributing to the increase in the overall project cost; 
• Change in lighting technology used, from the originally proposed LED and T5 replacement, to LED 

replacement across the board, also contributing to increased project cost. 

PCYC Queensland has learnt throughout this process that for any future projects of this nature, the site audits 
should be conducted by the same company that will be doing the site works. This will avoid inaccuracies in audit 
observations/interpretation, as well as inflated Project Management and consultation fees. 

Co-benefits of the Project 

As mentioned earlier in the Report, PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project originally 
proposed the installation of energy efficient LED and T5 technology to deliver a significant reduction in current 
lighting energy consumption across the organisation. However, as a result of a lengthy application, assessment, 
approval, and tender process (almost 1 year and 9 months from original application to tender recommendation), 
PCYC Queensland discovered that newer, more efficient technologies had become affordable during this time. 
Due to the rapid advances in the LED industry, the tender process identified that the upgrades on all 18W and 
36W fluorescent lamps could be done with state of the art, cost effective and more efficient LED technology, 
rather than the T5 lamps originally proposed. This change promised further energy savings and would also result 
in greater maintenance intervals (as the LED lamps have longer warranty periods), all within the originally 
proposed project budget. 

Through the installation of LED technology across the entire property portfolio, PCYC Queensland have 
increased maintenance intervals from every 1 to 3 years to 6 yearly intervals. This achievement is particularly 
significant for high bay lighting utilised throughout the property portfolio. The maintenance of high bay lighting is 
expensive and logistically difficult, particularly in regional and remote PCYC facilities. 

The Project also enabled PCYC Queensland to take the opportunity to upgrade lighting fixtures that were at or 
nearing "end of life", bringing forward capital expenditure. 

Ancillary Benefits of the Project 

PCYC Queensland maintains facilities throughout Queensland that pr 
and highly utilised space and equipment for the local communit ' 
include, sports, fitness, child care, community functions, 



over 80,000 Queenslanders each year. The majority of PCYC Queensland facilities are located in lower socio 
economic and disadvantaged communities, providing the local youth and community in general a focal point that 
encourages positive lifestyle choices and sense of community. As a not for profit organisation any reductions in 
the cost of operating individual facilities can be reallocated to more beneficial use by providing improved 
equipment and services to the communities serviced by PCYC Queensland. 

High Bay lighting was identified as a high priority for upgrade not only because of their high energy use and 
commonality throughout PCYC facilities, but also because of the high cost and logistical issues caused by the 
constant need for lamp replacements, particularly in regional and remote facilities. Replacement of pre-existing 
400W high bay lamps with 200W LED delivers exceptional energy consumption reduction and will also 
significantly extend maintenance periods. High Bay LED replacements also remove the warm-up/cool-down 
period associated with conventional HID lighting. The LED solution put forward enables more efficient use of 
these luminaires by enabling lights to be switched on and off as required, and also allows for future installation of 
movement and lux sensors which can further reduce consumption. 

The increase of maintenance intervals, apart from providing reduced financial impact on each branch, will also 
mean that increased usability of PCYC facilities, as failure of HID lighting can render some areas of a facility 
unusable until failed lights are replaced. This is especially significant in remote facilities that can be 
unserviceable for months during the wet season. 

Other general ancillary benefits that have been noted include; 
• The Pine Rivers PCYC have reported additional savings incurred as a result of no longer needing to use 

the high bay lighting (now LED) in the fitness gym. As a result of the replacement of old fluorescent 
lights, the bright new LED replacements provide enough lux to the area, foregoing the need to turn on 
the high bay lights. 

• PCYC State Office has elected not to turn on a row of down lights that would have also been turned on 
for up to 15 hours per day. In similar vein to the Pine Rivers branch, staff had noted that, due to the 
lighting levels provided by the new LED replacements, the down lights were superfluous to their needs. 

PCYC Queensland has no doubt that there are more incidences of this type occurring across its facilities that 
have simply gone unreported. 

Demonstration and Communication Outcomes 

Sharing the learning's of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project has been a significant 
commitment and undertaking. PCYC Queensland has used both traditional methods of media releases, reports 
and visual displays, as well as more modern mediums of social media, Youtube video, and a dedicated website 
to communicate the Project and its benefits. 

Various modes of communication were utilised and include; 
• PCYC Website; 
• Social Media; 
• Newsletters; 
• Posters; 
• Retractable "pull-up" banners; 
• Promotion via email signature; 
• Youtube video; 
• Media releases; 
• Reports to Executive Management and QPCYW 



• Communications to Branch Managers and other key stakeholders. 

Information on how these modes assisted in the communication of PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting 
Upgrade Project has been discussed in more detail in the Project Demonstration and Communications Activities 
section of this report. 

The project's communication activities primarily targeted PCYC Queensland's 80,000-strong membership base. 
With an annual "foot traffic" of 3 million+ community members, PCYC Queensland had a "captured audience" to 
which they could communicate, demonstrate and educate the community about the project and of energy 
efficiency more generally. 

Other internal stakeholders included the Company's Board of Directors, Executive Management Team, Branch 
Managers and some 1,300+ employees State-wide. 

The broader community was also targeted via the media releases to general community news services/outlets. 
While the uptake from these outlets was minimal, the message was promoted to the community nonetheless. 

The broader online community was also targeted via social media, Youtube video and website presence. 

In summary, the project's 7 activities achieved the following outcomes; 
• The Project engaged professional web development company, Avalde Digital, to develop an interactive 

webpage dedicated to the Project; 
• Between 1 April 2014 and 28 May 2015, the webpage has received 472 "page views"; 
• The outcomes of the Project have been communicated through social media, via Facebook; 
• In total, PCYC Queensland and its branches have a combined social media following of 53,096 

members of the online community. While unmeasurable, it is reasonable assume that many thousands 
of PCYC Queensland's online following would have been exposed to the Project's outcomes; 

• Traditional methodology of engaging mainstream media, including TV, radio and print media, has also 
been adopted in communicating the outcomes of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting 
Upgrade Project; 

• PCYC Queensland disseminated media releases (modified to include individual branch outcomes) to 
over 50 national, state, and local TV, radio, and newspaper outlets; 

• The Project has received significant newsletter coverage throughout the project period, not only keeping 
members up-to-date with the changes to the Club and possible interruptions to program delivery, but 
also to the benefits of the project and in Energy Conservation in general; 

• The majority of PCYC branches publish a monthly newsletter that is distributed to its members - an 
audience of some 80,000+ members; 

• Posters promoting the Project were printed and distributed to Clubs following the audit-phase of the 
project; 

• Each Club received 5 x A3-size posters and 1 x A2-size poster for display within high-traffic areas of the 
Club, to ensure maximum exposure; 

• "Pull-up" style retractable banners were used to communicate the final achievements/outcomes of the 
project; 

• These 2000mm x 850mm banners are highly visible; with each PCYC branch displa · 
the entrance of their Club to maximise visibility and exposure; 

• PCYC Queensland receives over 3 million attendances per year, g 
excess of 80,000 community members. The positioning and 
guarantees that in excess of 50,000 people have bee 



• During the week beginning 20 April 2015, PCYC Queensland had its Information Technology 
department set every PCYC employees' default email signature to display the program's web banner; 

• With more than 1,000 staff state-wide, each sending numerous emails each day, the web banner would 
have been distributed to more than 20,000 email recipients during the week-long promotional period (20 
April 2015-24 April 2015). 

• This promotional method has been attributed to the "spike" in website traffic during late-April, as shown 
in Figure 5. 

• PCYC Queensland had intended to create a series of Youtube videos that would describe showcase, in 
video format, the project and its benefits to the environment and to the community; 

• The first video only generated 29 "views" on the PCYC Queensland Youtube channel; 
• PCYC Queensland's Marketing and Promotions Team decided not to proceed with the proposed 

"sequels"; 
• Regular reports to the PCYC Queensland Executive Management Team and the QPCYWA Board of 

Directors were made throughout the duration of the project; 
• These reports were intended to keep the company stakeholders abreast of the progression of the 

project, as well as to achieve the appropriate expenditure and sub-contractor approvals; 
• Consistent and comprehensive communication between the Project Management Team and facility/site 

managers was vital to the successful delivery of the project; 
• Branch Managers were kept abreast of the project primarily via email and, to a lesser extent, phone 

calls from the Project Management Team; 
• An extensive communique to all Branch Managers was distributed by the Project Managers in 

November 2014, at the commencement of the installation-phase of the project; 
• Education regarding energy efficiency in a more general sense was provided to the community at a 

local-level; 
• Each individual facility manager was responsible for the promotion of energy efficient practises in a 

general sense; 
• The Project Management Team distributed a Fact Sheet to all Branch Managers to assist them in 

promoting energy efficient practises "at home". 

Whist the Project Team didn't evaluate the impact of the energy efficiency activities on the community, it is likely 
that the Project's communication program has also provided greater awareness in the communities of the 
significant advantages of utilising more efficient technologies. 

As stated, the Project's communication activities primarily targeted PCYC Queensland's 80,000-strong 
membership base. With an annual "foot traffic" of 3 million+ community members, PCYC Queensland had a 
"captured audience" to which they could communicate, demonstrate and educate the community about the 
project and of energy efficiency more generally. 

Community Feedback and Uptake 

Whilst there hasn't been any official record kept with regards to community feedback, PCYC Branch Managers 
across the State have reported a strong sense of community support for the project. PCYC members, visi 
and other community stakeholders have commended PCYC Queensland and the Australian 
their commitment to this project and for the outcomes achieved - both for the organis 
environment. 

In terms of uptake; whilst PCYC Queensland haven't been able to 
other organisations, it is relevant to state here that PCYC Q 



Wales counterparts - NSW PCYC - who recommended the CEEP program after they themselves were 
successful in Round 1 of the funding. 

In the general community-sense, it is hoped that, through the extensive Project promotion and sharing of 
information that occurred on a local level, that the Project has contributed to a broader uptake of the energy 
efficiency activities undertaken by PCYC Queensland. 

Opportunities Provided for Local Industry 

The PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project adopted the following practises to ensure the 
project supported competitive Australian energy efficiency technology and equipment manufacturers, as well as 
building the knowledge and capacity of the energy services and construction industry; 

• The project provided opportunities nationally and locally for all tiers of supply. As a project spread over a 
wide geographic area, the Project required local transport, accommodation, sub-contractors and other 
services at each installation site; 

• PCYC Queensland, under Arup's guidance, adopted the use a private tendering system to select 
Australian companies to undertake work. In each installation area, where possible, numerous local 
companies were given identical specifications and scopes of work to tender for installation and 
maintenance. Similar methods were used to engage website builders and companies that can support 
the communication and education strategy; 

• There were significant roles on the supply side for freight forwarders, warehousing and storage facilities; 
• All old lighting was recycled, which will employ dedicated recyclers to extract metal, glass, phosphors 

and heavy metals; 
• Specialist services such as lighting and electrical design was also be required as the project 

progresses; 
• Local contractors provided equipment to complete the installation phase, including the rental or 

acquisition of access and lift equipment, safety equipment and tools of trade; and, 
• The communication strategy engaged numerous people and organisations from various service sectors. 

PCYC Queensland engaged the following Australian-based companies in the delivery of the PCYC Queensland 
Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project; 

• Arup Pty Ltd (Australia); 
• Rexel Electrical Supplies Australia; 
• Scope Lighting Solutions; 
• 30 plus contractors to complete installations across 50 sites in all parts of Queensland; 
• Avalde Digital; 
• Stomp Creative; 
• Smart Comm; and 
• Enmark Business Advisors. 

PCYC Queensland also engaged the skills of its own staff to assist in the development and delivery of some 
components of the communication activities. 

Benefits to Low Socio-Economic and Disadvantaged Groups 

As described in the Community Energy Efficiency Program Guidelines 'Appe 
in the proposed project are located in the lowest 50 per cent of the SE 
Index of Relative Socio-Economic Disadvantage. However, ma 



larger LGAs are also defined as low socio-economic communities on a Statistical Local Area (SLA) level. In this 
context, 69% of participating PCYCs, 37 of 53, are located in such communities. 

The PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project has (and will continue to) benefit 
disadvantaged groups, by providing them with information on localised energy efficiency solutions. Electricity 
price increases are a source of concern for consumers, particularly in Queensland, where electricity prices have 
increased by 70% in the previous 5 years (QCOSS, 2012). This Project defines disadvantage as those of low 
income, low educational attainment, the unemployed and residences without a vehicle, as well as those who live 
rural and remote areas. This is further evidenced in the QCOSS Disconnections Report 2012, which indicates 
that 'Disconnection and Hardship Program' figures suggest there is greater energy hardship in regional and rural 
Queensland than in the south-east of the state. "[Ergon Energy] is the retailer for around a third of all small 
customers in Queensland but accounts for more than 60 per cent of customers participating in hardship 
programs". In this context, the information provided by PCYC Queensland on local energy efficiency solutions is 
hoped to have assisted these members of the community to reduce energy consumption, and therefore, the cost 
of living. 

Through the significant reduction in the energy costs achieved as a result of this project ($616,705 per annum), 
PCYC Queensland will continue to provide benefits that far exceed energy efficiency and cost effectiveness. 
PCYC Queensland works in partnership with Queensland communities to develop and deliver a suite of sporting, 
recreational, youth development, early-intervention, diversionary, crime-prevention and welfare programs and 
activities that are responsive to identified community need. These programs are set to receive a significant boost 
as a result of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project, providing long-term, sustainable 
benefit to the communities in which it operates. 



Budget 

The following table presents the final project budget of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade 
Project. 

Table 5: Final Project Budget 

Upon analysis of the above final project budget, the Australian Government will note the following points for 
discussion; 

• The project was achieved within budget-with an overall saving of $99,807; 
• A saving of $188,188 has been recorded against "Site Project Costs"; 
• A saving of $31,415 has been recorded against "Educational Activities"; 
• There is an overspend against Project Management of $25,595 

PCYC Queensland maintained meticulous record of Project Budget throughout the life of the project, using a 
specially-designed spreadsheet to map and to monitor income and expenditure. As additional surety, PCYC 
Queensland's Finance Department also monitored income and expenditure via the Technology One financial 
management system. Upon project completion, all financial records relating to the Project were analysed by 
PCYC Queensland's Internal Audit team, before finally receiving approval from Independent Financial Auditors, 
Enmark Business Advisors. 

In instances where PCYC Queensland experienced site specific issues that caused increases in the estimated 
cost, these were offset by efficiencies gained in centralised procurement. Internal invoicing between PCYC 
Queensland's State Office and each individual PCYC facility has been a complex process due to the variation in 
individual site costs. PCYC Branch Managers have questioned the branch's contribution above that of the 
individual site project costs, which was attributed to the branch's contribution to Project Management, Energy 
Audit and Assessment, and Educational Activities. These costs have since been clearly communicated with each 
individual PCYC branch. 

Causes for Budget Variation and Unexpected Costs 

In the final stages of the Project, PCYC Queensland submitted a request to the Australian Government, seeking 
approval to vary the project budget to allow for the re-allocation of costs incurred as a result of receiving 
Professional Advice from external consultants, Arup. 

The cause for this variation has been explained as follows. PCYC Queensland eng 
third-party to undertake the Project Management of the project. Due to a stro 
record of delivering projects in full and on time, and previous direct e 
Arup were selected as the company most suited to deliver Pro· 



of three qualified Project Managers who worked closely with key PCYC Queensland staff to deliver the 
successful outcomes of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project. 

Due to the complexity of the project, the geographical spread, and lack of interested lighting contractors, the 
"Project Management" component charged by Arup exceeded the originally budgeted allocation of $95,200 (total 
$210,395). As the project progressed however, PCYC Queensland came to learn that Arup were providing more 
than what would normally be defined as "Project Management". What PCYC Queensland had found was that 
Arup were engaging specialist lighting engineers, within their company, to undertake what was better defined as 
"Professional Advice". In fact, $84,800 of Arup's charges were attributed to the provision of "Professional 
Advice". The remaining $125,595 was attributed to "Project Management". 

The Professional Advice that was required by Arup consisted of the following activities; 
• provision of a complete review of the lighting audits conducted at each site; 
• expert interpretation and assessment of the audits; 
• expert interpretation and assessment of tenders received from lighting contractors; and, 
• recommendations for which lighting technologies proposed within the tenders were best suited to PCYC 

Queensland project scope and budget. 

Upon review of the Funding Guidelines, PCYC Queensland learnt that the Australian Government allowed up to 
$3,000 per facility for consultant fees. As a result, PCYC Queensland sought the following variation(s) to the 
project budget; 

1. That the maximum allocation of $3,000 per facility was applied to give a revised budget against "Energy 
Audits or assessments" of $153,000 (51 participating sites x $3,000ea); 

2. That the Professional Advice provided by Arup consultants was allocated against "Energy Audits or 
assessments", to a total of $84,800; and, 

3. That the maximum allocation of $100,000 for Project Management was applied. 

This approval resulted in the "Varied Budget" noted in Table 6. 

Budgetary Issues due to Changes in Technology 

The PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project originally proposed the installation of energy 
efficient LED and T5 technology to deliver a significant reduction in current lighting energy consumption across 
the organisation. However, as a result of a lengthy application, assessment, approval, and tender process 
(almost 1 year and 9 months from original application to tender recommendation), PCYC Queensland discovered 
that newer, more efficient technologies had become affordable during this time. Due to the rapid advances in the 
LED industry, the tender process identified that the upgrades on all 18W and 36W fluorescent lamps could be 
done with state of the art, cost effective and more efficient LED technology, rather than the T5 lamps originally 
proposed. This change promised further energy savings and would also result in greater maintenance intervals 
(as the LED lamps have longer warranty periods), all within the originally proposed project budget. 

Value for Money 

PCYC Queensland has achieved great value for money in the delivery of this project. Not only has the 
come in at $99,807 under budget, it has achieved this with the inclusion of LED technology 
addition to this, the Project has achieved the following; 

1. A reduction in overall energy usage, across the organisation, of 7, 
2. A reduction in greenhouse gas emissions of 2,052 tonnes o 
3. A total annual financial saving of $616,706 per annu 



4. An estimated return on the QPCYWA investment of 1.5 years (4.4 years without the assistance of the 
Australian Government's funding contribution). 

A return on investment of 1.5 years represents great value for money and the benefits of this saving are set to be 
realised for many years to come. In the face of rising electricity prices, PCYC Queensland has, as a result of the 
PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project, managed to reduce its overall energy consumption 
by 43%. This represents an ongoing saving of $616,000 per year. These savings will assist PCYC Queensland 
to develop and deliver a suite of sporting, recreational, youth development, early-intervention, diversionary, 
crime-prevention and welfare programs and activities to thousands of Australians for many years to come. 



Proiect operation, mechanisms and processes 

Project Management Approach 

PCYC Queensland had original intentions to manage the Project, in-house, drawing upon previous project 
Management experience of key staff and members of the Executive Management Team. PCYC Queensland 
assigned a dedicated Project Management Team, which involved the following staff, performing the following 
roles; 

Staff Member Role/Responsibilities 
Mark Walker General Manager Corporate Services Project Owner- responsible for oversight of project 
(QPCYWA)* including meeting reporting and project milestones, contract 

development and support of proiect manaoer. 
Dane Cross - Grant Manager (QPCYWA) Grant Manager - responsible for grant acquittal and 

reportinq. 
Sam Clark- General Manager Marketing (QPCYWA)* Communications - oversight of communications. 
Lyndon de Clercq - Manager Internal Audit & Risk Internal Audit - Provide budget oversight, manage project 
Compliance (QPCYWAl risk. 
Megan Bishop - Administration Manager (QPCYWA) Administration responsible for managing stakeholder 

meetinqs, coordination of project administration. 
*Denotes no longer employed by QPCYWA 

As the true scope and magnitude of the Project was realised however, PCYC Queensland Project Management 
Team soon recognised that the Project required a dedicated and experienced, third-party Project Manager. The 
decision was therefore made to engage a third-party for the delivery of professional Project Management 
services. 

The role of the Project Manager, as described in the Project Management tender document under "Expectations 
of the Project Manager", was identified as follows; 

Expectations of the Project Manager 
The Project Manager will be responsible for managing the project within the available budget of $2.12million with 
a practical completion date of November 2014. The Project Manager is responsible for the delivery of each stage 
throughout the project including planning, design, recommendation of technology solutions, negotiation with 
suppliers and contractors, and overseeing each installation. Specific project management responsibilities will 
include: 

Project Coordination 
The Project Manager is responsible for the achievement of the project objectives within overall budget limits and 
timeframe. 
The successful Project Manager will be required at the initial stage to review the audit findings to determine the 
final scope of works for the implementation of the project. 

• Review and analyse the individual audits of branches to determine the project plan detail and assist in 
the finalisation of budget detail to move the project from concept planning to an agreed scope of work 
and project brief to allow tendering for lighting and installation and other services and dis 
necessary and appropriate to undertake the project. 

• Review tenders and make recommendations to the QPCYWA as to the 
and other services and disciplines as necessary and appropriat 

• Recommend to the QPCYWA an overall procurement str 
cost and quality objectives. 



• Assess and provide recommendations to the QPCYWA on lighting equipment and contractor tenders. 
o Project is required to comply with funding agreement requirements which may include going to 

public tender. 
• Administer the implementation of the project and attend regular meetings of the Project Control Group, 

consisting of QPCYWA staff and other professional services. 
• Provide content for all reports as required by the Funding Bodies, including CEEP Program. 
• Administer compliance and remedial work during the defects period of the project. 
• Ensure the project complies with all BSA requirements, QFSA requirements taking into account risk 

assessments of the design elements in relation to standard facility use of children and elderly persons. 
• Work with QPCYWA to identify the most cost effective processes to meet the project outcomes. 
• Conduct a preliminary search of all electrical services to identify any upgrading or relocation costs that 

are to be considered within the project budget. 
• The Consultant shall liaise with the QPCYWA Branch Managers and Zone Development Managers 

regarding the planning and implementation of the project including submitting a site plan for 
implementation and submit to the QPCYWA for approval. This plan will consider operational impacts 
and program down time. Every effort will be made to minimise the impact on existing programs and 
services. The Project Manager is to monitor the progress of work to ensure it is coordinated with the 
main program and the lighting services are ready for use at practical completion and are maintained to 
operational areas of the site. 

Contractor Management 
Manage the electrical contractors required to deliver the project, including: 

• The coordination of a sufficient number of complete sets of fully documented site plans, specifications, 
and funding conditions. 

• Ensure all contractors have the necessary qualifications, licences and insurances to undertake any 
works at a QPCYWA site 

• Ensure that documents as evidence of qualifications, licences and insurances our produces and stored 
prior to any works commence 

• Undertake the role of Superintendent including reviewing and authorising claims, issuing 
documentation, order Contractor to Make Good, direct variations and issue certificates. 

• Manage the installation works and coordination between the design and installation works. 
• Manage and monitor all queries to ensure a prompt response and high quality of work in accordance 

with design requirements. 
• Monitor the implementation program and provide a copy with the regular monthly report to the 

QPCYWA. 
• Prepare progress certificates make recommendations for payment of progress claims. 
• Ensure all works are carried out in accordance with the grant documents. 
• Ensure the approved budget and implementation milestones are achieved 
• Manage the variation request and recommend for approval to QPCYWA. 
• Coordinate all design and implementation approvals and obtain any necessary documentation required 

for completion. 
• Coordinate and deliver all manuals, guarantees, maintenance schedules and "as 

QPCYWA. 
• Coordinate the rectification of all defects during the defect liabilit 
• Carry out all final inspections. 



Project Meetings 
• Attend meetings; site meetings and project group meetings. 

Time Management 
• Prepare a master program of activities to be undertaken over the project period. 
• Prepare a detailed program for the development including approvals, design, documentation, 

implementation, and commissioning. 
• Prepare a time management report for the project on a monthly basis including an updated program as 

applicable. 
• Manage the delivery of all stages of work to ensure project scope and budget milestones over the 

project period are met. 

Risk Management 
• Manage all risks associated with the project and put forward strategies for risk mitigation and 

minimisation for approval by the QPCYWA. 
• Ensure all components of the project comply with the QPCYWA WHS policies and procedures 

Cost Planning and Management 
• Confirm the indicative Project Cost and assist in the development of the project cash flows in a format 

acceptable to the QPCYWA. 
• Assist with the cost management to prepare budget estimates, pre-tender estimates, post tender 

estimates, variation estimates and progress claim certification. 
• Assist with the preparation of the monthly progress claim to the funding partners including all 

consultancy and contractor claims 
• Manage the planning and installation activities to ensure the project is delivered within budget. 

Reporting Requirements 
Formally Report on a monthly basis to the QPCYWA on the status of the Project to cover the following areas as a 
minimum: 

• Design report indicating current design status and design issues. 
• Program updates highlighting any delays or time savings and detailing any extension of time requests 

and approvals. 
• Installation report detailing current progress and highlighting any issues. 

Two companies submitted tender for the services; 
• Scope Lighting Solutions; and, 

• Arup. 

Due to a strong tender proposal, a proven track record of delivering projects in full and on time, and previous 
direct engagement on PCYC Queensland projects, Arup were selected as the company most suited to deliver 
Project Management services. Arup dedicated a team of three qualified Project Managers who worked clos 
with key PCYC Queensland staff to deliver the successful outcomes of the PCYC Queensland 
Lighting Upgrade Project. 

With extensive experience in delivering projects of this magnitude, Arup 
as to how the Project would best be delivered. Timelines, methodo 
from the original project proposed at application. These diff 
were managed by Arup, in close consultation with the 

age 



Project Management Difficulties Encountered 

Issues relating to the project arose when zero (0) tenders were received for the undertaking of the site works. As 
a result, the project methodology was revised and Project Managers, Arup, were forced to conduct a second 
round of tender; to which Rexel were the recommended supplier. Whist a successful result was eventually 
achieved; going to tender for a send time was not only costly financially, but it also set the project timeline back 
by an additional month. 

Project Management Successes 

PCYC Queensland believes that through the engagement of Arup Pty Ltd as Project Managers contributed 
significantly to the overall success of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project. Arup can 
also take credit for the apparent lack of "difficulties encountered" described in the above section of this report. 

A second significant Project Management Successes that deserves mention is the engagement of Rexel Energy 
Solutions as the preferred tendering supplier for the supply and installation of the energy efficient lighting 
technologies installed across 49 of the 51 participating facilities. Rexel were selected as the preferred contractor 
as a result of the following findings; 

• Rexel scored higher (overall) across all the four regional "packages" tendered. The tender represented 
good value for money. The overall construction price, including the 5% discount, was $1,617,860 which 
represented a $457,087 saving from the audit findings. 

• Rexel's methodology was robust and relevant. They demonstrated a good appreciation of the project 
scope. Through Post-Tender clarifications, Rexel confirmed in writing that their price includes lighting 
design in accordance with the Tender Documents. 

• They had an experienced team (core and sub-contractors) spread across all the regions. 
• Rexel's proposed products were well known (LG & Osram) and there were no issues with timely 

delivery of the products. The warranty periods for the proposed products also exceeded the minimum 
requirements. 

As part of the project scope and for quality assurance purposes, lighting contractors Rexel provided PCYC 
Queensland with a "Lighting User Manual" relative to each site, which detailed; 

• Site Information 
o Lighting scope 
o Lighting layout plans 
o Lux modelling 

• Technical information 
o General Information 
o Operations 
o Maintenance 
o Warranty 
o Specification Sheets 
o Instruction Manuals 
o Warranties 

These Lighting User Manuals provide further detail regarding the product specification 
abovementioned technologies. The Lighting User Manuals were provided as 
Report for the project. An example of a Lighting User Manual has been 
Manual and Technical Specifications. 



Through the engagement of Rexel, the primary project risks were was "pushed out" to Rexel. Rexel took on the 
responsibility of managing and minimising the following risks identified as part of the Project's Risk Register; 

• Business failure of product supplier and or contractors; 
• Technology underperforms; 
• Unsafe Work Practices; 
• Weather; and, 
• Poor Workmanship 

The engagement of both Arup as Project Managers and Rexel as the primary contractor could be deemed as a 
"masterstroke" that ensured that the Project was delivered in time and under budget. 

PCYC Queensland would almost definitely engage an external, third-party contractor to undertake Project 
Management responsibilities of a project of this size and scope. PCYC Queensland would also consider 
awarding tender to a reputable company such as Rexel to also deliver any future projects. 

Dedication of Internal Resources 

While the engagement of Arup and Rexel largely reduced the amount of internal resources required by PCYC 
Queensland, the Project still demanded a significant investment of time and effort in the following areas; 

• Project Oversight: PCYC Queensland's Project Management Team invested a collective estimated 
1 OOhrs to the Project. 

• Communication and Education Activities: As part of the project, PCYC Queensland delivered education 
and communication activities to the Branches and the wider community. The planning and delivery of 
these activities was undertaken, in part, by 5 State Office staff. These staff invested a total 27 4 hours to 
these activities. 

• Project Reporting and Liaison with the Australian Government: The responsibility of this component of 
the project was the primary responsibility of Mr Dane Cross, Grants Unit Manager. Mr Cross estimates 
that his time spent on the development of Project Plans, Project Variations, liaising with Government, 
and Project Reporting (including this Final Project Report) has exceeded 100 hours. 

• Financial Management and Internal Audit: The PCYC Queensland Finance Department has invested 
approximately 25 hours into the financial management of the Project and Mr de Clercq of Internal Audit 
invested another 20 hours. 

One identified strength of PCYC Queensland, as an organisation, is its organisational structure. PCYC Branches 
and Business Units are supported by a dedicated team of State Office Staff with extensive experience in 
assisting in the management of PCYC facilities. These specialist support areas include; 

• Executive Management: 

• Human Resources; 

• Finance and Grants; 

• Internal Audit; 

• School Age Care; 

• Training; 

• Fitness; and, 

• Youth Development/Programming . 

It is thanks to these support units that projects of this nature, that requir 
services, are delivered with similar success of that achieved by 
Upgrade Project. While PCYC Queensland had the cap 



organisations of a smaller size, with less support staff on-hand may not have been able to afford the same 
amount of time and/or resources to successfully implement the Project. 

Lessons Learnt 

While the Project has been delivered with remarkable success, it wasn't without some lessons learnt. A project of 
this scope and magnitude was always going to require a dedicated Project Manager, with extensive experience 
in the delivery of major projects of this size. PCYC Queensland has learnt that, in future, a project of this size will 
require a dedicated Project Manager from the outset. Other lessons learnt include; 

• the need to work closely with potential contractors to determine a suitable scope of works, in a format 
that meets industry expectations; 

• increased provision for Project Management costs; 
• increased provision for Professional Advice/Services; 
• it is recommended that only one audit is undertaken by the same contractor who will undertake the 

implementation works; 
• increased communication with facility managers as to the benefits of the project and investment 

required of them; and, 
• greater emphasis placed upon the importance of communication activities. 

With these lessons now learnt, PCYC Queensland is now better-equipped to undertake future similar projects. 



Conclusion 

The PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project was undertaken to provide 51 PCYC facilities 
across Queensland with extensive upgrades to their internal lighting to more efficient technologies. The Project 
was one of the largest projects undertaken by PCYC Queensland, in terms of project scope, geographic spread, 
budget and complexity. It was also one of the most successful. 

As a result of the extensive pre- and post-Project data analysis, it is evident that the PCYC Queensland Energy 
Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project has achieved significant energy savings across the organisation. The Project 
has delivered substantial upgrades to 51 of the 55 facilities managed by PCYC Queensland. Importantly, the 
Project has achieved the following; 

1. A reduction in overall energy usage, across the organisation, of 7,242,867 MJ per annum; 
2. A reduction in greenhouse gas emissions of 2,052 tonnes of CO2 per annum; 
3. A total annual financial saving of $616,706 per annum; and, 
4. An estimated return on the QPCYWA investment of 1.5 years (4.4 years without the assistance of the 

Australian Government's funding contribution). 

The Project has achieved many other positive outcomes, including the installation of LED technologies across 
almost the entire PCYC property portfolio resulting in a forecast extension in maintenance intervals to 30,000hrs 
(up from 12,000-15,000hrs). 

It is important to note that these upgrades would not have been afforded without the contribution from the 
Australian Government, especially at the more remote sites. The delivery of this project will provide significant 
operating cost reductions and a return on investment for all facilities in a short period of time. PCYC Queensland 
thanks the Australian Government for their significant investment into the learning's of the PCYC Queensland 
Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project. 

Sharing the learning's of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project has been a significant 
commitment and undertaking. PCYC Queensland has used both traditional methods of media releases, reports 
and visual displays, as well as more modern mediums of social media, Youtube video, and a dedicated website 
to communicate the Project and its benefits. 

The project's communication activities primarily targeted PCYC Queensland's 80,000-strong membership base. 
With an annual "foot traffic" of 3 million+ community members, PCYC Queensland had a "captured audience" to 
which they could communicate, demonstrate and educate the community about the project and of energy 
efficiency more generally. It is hoped that the information provided by PCYC Queensland on local energy 
efficiency solutions has assisted to educate and inform members of the community of the economic and 
environmental benefits that can be achieved rough the reduction of energy consumption. 

The engagement of both Arup as Project Managers and Rexel as the primary contractor could be deemed as a 
"masterstroke" that ensured that the Project was delivered in time and under budget. While the engagement of 
Arup and Rexel largely reduced the amount of internal resources required by PCYC Queensland, the Project still 
demanded a significant investment of time and effort by PCYC Queensland staff. 

Despite the Project has been delivered with remarkable success, it wasn't without some less 
of this scope and magnitude was always going to require a dedicated Project Mana 
experience in the delivery of major projects of this size. PCYC Queensland 
this size will require a dedicated Project Manager from the outset. Ot 

• the need to work closely with potential contractors to 
that meets industry expectations; 

ge 



• increased provision for Project Management costs; 
• increased provision for Professional Advice/Services; 
• for future projects, to make the process more efficient, it is recommended that only one audit is 

undertaken by the same contractor who will undertake the implementation works; 
• increased communication with facility managers as to the benefits of the project and investment 

required of them; and, 
• greater emphasis placed upon the importance of communication activities. 

With these lessons now learnt, PCYC Queensland is now better-equipped to undertake future similar projects. 

Through the significant reduction in the energy costs achieved as a result of this project ($616,705 per annum), 
PCYC Queensland will continue to provide benefits that far exceed energy efficiency and cost effectiveness. 
PCYC Queensland works in partnership with Queensland communities to develop and deliver a suite of sporting, 
recreational, youth development, early-intervention, diversionary, crime-prevention and welfare programs and 
activities that are responsive to identified community need. These programs are set to receive a significant boost 
as a result of the PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting Upgrade Project, providing Jong-term, sustainable 
benefit to the communities in which it operates. 
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AttachmentA 

Project Energy Efficiency Improvement 

The following tables provide a site-by-site breakdown of the energy efficiencies achieved at each project site. 

PROJECT TITLE 
PCYC Queensland Energy Efficient Lighting 
Upgrade Project 

PROJECT ID CEEP2163 

FUNDING RECIPIENT 
Queensland Police-Citizens Youth Welfare 
Association 

DATE 2 Aug 2013 

Building, Facility or Site 1 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

PCYC Ashmore 

Dominions Rd, Ashmore, QLD 4214 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

705,509 MJ 

4.19 MJ Per User Per Day 

1.01 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 461 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,888hrs for main facility; and, 

o 1,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the lnde 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings f 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site ha 
current power bills for 
has been appli 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building,•Facmty or Site 2 

Name of Building, Facility.or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

BaseHne En~rgy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

i ,' , ','' ' ' ' 

ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$40,142.00 

$ 12416.54 per annum 

PCYC Bayside 

52 Alexander Street, Lota QLD 4179 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

282,622 MJ 

3.25 MJ Per User Per Day 

1.02 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 238 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,316hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been dete 
current power bills for PCYC faci · 
has been applied to all faci · · 
ranging from $0.16 -



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facjlity or Site 3 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$37,295.00 

$7,688.44 per annum 

PCYC Beenleigh 

20-38 Alamein Street, Beenleigh QLD 4207 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

431,437 MJ 

1.93 MJ Per User Per Day 

0.75 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 611 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,784hrs for main facility; and, 

o 3,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined b 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An 
has been applied to all facilities b 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 
KWh. 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 4 

me of Building, Facility or Sit.e 

Location. (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

ity Type and Measure 

. Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Dat, (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$35,942.00 

$14,584.06 per annum 

PCYC Biloela 

68 Valentine Plains Road, Biloela QLD 4715 

Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

169,693 MJ 

5.81 MJ Per User Per Day 

3.11 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 80 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4, 134hrs for main facility; and, 

o 1,500hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per K 
has been applied to all facilities based on indi 
ranging from $0.16- $0.28 with them · 
KWh. 



st of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 5 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Cost of Activity 

the building type and its usage 

$32,740.00 

$8,488.35 per annum 

PCYC Blackwater 

1 Yeates Avenue, Blackwater QLD 4717 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

209,294 MJ 

4.22 MJ Per User Per Day 

1.88 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day= 136 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,316hrs for main facility; and, 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for t 
the building type and its usage 

$34,014.00 



Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

·easelineEnergy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency ~rid Additional Data) 

$8,332.87 per annum 

PCYC Bornhoffen 

3510 Nerang-Murwillumbah Rd Natural Bridge OLD 4211 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Ute) 

262,765 MJ 

11.8 MJ Per User Per Day 

6.11 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 61 

• Hours of operation; 

o 6,552hrs for main facility; and, 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$23,186.00 



Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

BaseHne Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Cost of Activity 

Estimated. Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 8 

Name of Building, FacHity or Site 

PCYC Bowen 

Cnr Hay St & Queens Rd, Bowen, Qld 4805 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

385,642 MJ 

7.39 MJ Per User Per Day 

0.54 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day= 143 

• Hours of operation; 

o 5,044hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,00hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16- $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$25,616.00 

$2,553.01 per annum 



Location (adcfress) 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency . . . . . . 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Cost of Activity 

2 Toovey Street, Caboolture, Qld 4405 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

66,618 MJ 

2.31 MJ Per User Per Day 

0.49 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 79 

• Hours of operation; 

o 3,120hrs for main facility; and, 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$15,535.00 

$1,190.80 per annum 



Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 10 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type c,f building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

332,973 MJ 

2.85 MJ Per User Per Day 

1.1 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day= 320 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,680hrs for main facility; and, 

o 1,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$47,551.00 

$15,019.99 per annum 

PCYC Carindale 

27 Narracott Street, Carina OLD 4152 

Sport and Recreation 



Energy Efficiency Esti.mafe Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Cost of Activity 

Location (address) 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

328,843 MJ 

4.98 MJ Per User Per Day 

2.62 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 181 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,628hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$27,735.00 

PCYC Castle Hill 

4 Hugh Street, Belgian Gardens QLD 4814 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 



Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Dat13) 

Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 12 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Esthnate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

282,622 MJ 

4.08 MJ Per User Per Day 

0.85 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 190 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,316hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$27,814.00 

$6,509.61 per annum 

PCYC Charters Towers 

Enterprise Road Charters Towers QLD 4820 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 



Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 13 

Name of Building, Facility or Site" 

Locatioll (address} 

9.7 MJ Per User Per Day 

. 2.13 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 63 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,264hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$22,334.00 

$4,579.26 per annum 

PCYC Cloncurry 

120 King Street, Cloncurry QLD 4824 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 



Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 14 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline ~nergy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 

1.35 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 50 

• Hours of operation; 

o 2,860hrs for main facility; and, 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$18,669.00 

$2,060.86 per annum 

PCYC Cooktown 

3 May Street Cooktown QLD 4895 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

283,805 MJ 

10.37 MJ Per User Per Day 

• 



Efficiency and Additional. [)ata) 

Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 15 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location {address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type arid Measure 

Enerw l:fficiency Estimate M~thod 

~aselineEnergy Usage 

B~sejjne Energy Efficiency 

··.~~P~~i~g b~a(Meai1Urinf ~~erw 
'E~ci,~cyan~Adijlti}>rt~I Da#).. · .. 

ge 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,628hrs for main facility; and, 

o 1,500hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$49,279.00 

$12,446.58 per annum 

PCYC Crestmead 

Crestmead Community Park, Gimlet Street, Crestmead QLD 4132 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

80,074 MJ 

2.89 MJ Per User Per Day 

1.3 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 76 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 16 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

o 2,600hrs for main facility; and, 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$20,172.00 

,959.19 per annum 

PCYC Dalby 

Cooper St, Dalby OLD 4405 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

409,901 MJ 

.17 MJ Per User Per Day 

1.77 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 182 

• Hours of operation; 

0 



Cost. of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 17 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Meihod 

BaseHne Energy lJsage 

BaseUne Energy Efficie11cy 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reportin~.~a.ta. (Measuring· Energy 
Effici~11cy,~d Adclitio11al Data) 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$49,582.00 

$12,205.45 per annum 

PCYC Deception Bay 

100 Maine Terrace, Deception Bay QLD 4508 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

298,483 MJ 

10.48 MJ Per User Per Day 

3.26 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 78 

• Hours of operation; 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 18 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16- $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$34,986.00 

$9,318.25 per annum 

PCYC Doomadgee 

515 Goodeedawa Rd, Doomadgee QLD 4830 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

250,089 MJ 

5.71 MJ Per User Per Day 

2.68 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 120 

• Hours of operation; 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy o 3,068hrs for main facility; and, 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

• Cost of electricity has been calcul 
per kWh 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 19 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (adgress) 

Type of building,·tacilityor site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

seline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reportin~. D~ta ("'e~s1.1ring En~rgy 
Effici~ncy and Additional Data) ' · 

facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16- $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$31,982.00 

$10,073.86 per annum 

PCYC Emerald 

114 Borilla Street, Emerald QLD 4720 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

383,691 MJ 

11.43 MJ Per User Per Day 

2.9 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 92 

• Hours of operation; 

o 34,264hrs for main facility; and, 

o 1,500hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated usin 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours f 
facility managers. 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 20 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16- $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

,043.00 

$8,374.00 per annum 

PCYC Hills District 

135a Olearia St West, Everton Hills QLD 4053 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

385,560 MJ 

5.97 MJ Per User Per Day 

3. 16 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 177 

• Hours of operation; 

o 5,824hrs for main facility; and, 

o 1,500hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each faci 
facility managers. 



Cost of Activity 

ost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 21 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting D~ta (Measuring Energy < 

Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$32,235.00 

$16,799.90 per annum 

PCYC Fortitude Valley 

458 Wickham Street Fortitude Valley Old 4006 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or lllum-a-Lite) 

333,820 MJ 

5.2 MJ Per User Per Day 

2.68 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 176 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,81 Ohrs for main facility; and, 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was d 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in ace 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal 
Saving Scheme. 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 22 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16- $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$32,186.00 

$14,126.85 per annum 

PCYC Gladstone 

53 Yarroon Street Gladstone QLD 4680 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

987,671 MJ 

11.82 MJ Per User Per Day 

5.83 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 229 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4, 160hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the In 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site 
current power bills f 
has been ap · 



st of Activity 

Esti111ated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site.23 

Name. of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baselin.e Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency lmprov~ment 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

ranging from $0.16- $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$77,670.00 

$59,826.91 per annum 

PCYC Gold Coast 

180 Monaco Street, Broadbeach Waters OLD 4218 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

478,424 MJ 

2.81 MJ Per User Per Day 

1.07 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 466 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,316hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been dete 
current power bills for PCYC fa 
has been applied to all faci 
ranging from $0.16 -



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 24 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$43,317.00 

$6,765.67 per annum 

PCYC Goondiwindi 

1 Russell Street, Goondiwindi QLD 4390 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

288,171 MJ 

13.16 MJ Per User Per Day 

6.03 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 60 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,368hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined b 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An 
has been applied to all facilities b 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 
KWh. 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 25 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Repo~ing ·oata .(Mea,.µring Energy 
Efficiency and A~ditional Data) · 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$64,840.00 

$13,454.23 per annum 

PCYC State Office 

30 Graystone Street, Tingalpa QLD 4173 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

214,180 MJ 

23.47 MJ Per User Per Day 

11.83 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = *insert from "Users per day" document* 

• Hours of operation; 

o 3,120hrs for main facility; and, 

o 1,500hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KW 
has been applied to all facilities based on indivi 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the ma· 
KWh. 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 26 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

the building type and its usage 

$34,995.00 

$8,991.55 per annum 

PCYC Hervey Bay 

O'Rourke Street, Pialba QLD 4655 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

473,028 MJ 

3.62 MJ Per User Per Day 

1.39 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 212 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,316hrs for main facility; and, 

o 1,500hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16- $0.28 with the majority of sites payin 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been d 
Energy Efficiency unit of m 
the building type an · 



Cost of Activity 

Building, Facility or Si1e 27 

.Name of Building,Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline. Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

$84,149.00 

$24,539.90 per annum 

PCYC lnala 

37 Swallow Street lnala QLD 4077 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

423,308 MJ 

2.94 MJ Per User Per Day 

0.67 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 395 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,888hrs for main facility; and, 

o 1,500hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16- $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for th· 
the building type and its usage 



Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 28 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or sit~ 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

$8,137.07 per annum 

PCYC lnnisfail 

28 Palmerston Drive lnnisfail OLD 4860 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

260,105 MJ 

7 .58 MJ Per User Per Day 

4.61 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 94 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,264hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,00hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Bas 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project takin 
the building type and its usage 

$42,814.00 



Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type .and Measure 

Energy Efficiency EstimatePJlethod 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

provement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

PCYC Ipswich 

1 c Griffith Road, Eastern Heights QLD Ipswich 4305 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Ute) 

553,905 MJ 

3.87 MJ Per User Per Day 

1.94 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 392 

• Hours of operation; 

o 5,304hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,00hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16- $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 



Name Qf Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 31 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

PCYC Lang Park 

Suncorp Stadium - 40 Castlemaine Street Milton QLD 4064 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

838,557 MJ 

10.59 MJ Per User Per Day 

5.65 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 217 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4, 160hrs for main facility; and, 

o 4, 160hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16- $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$91,152.00 

$26,185.13 per annum 



Location (address) 

Activity Type and Meas!Jre 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Lot 7 Jacaranda Ave Woodridge QLD 4114 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

214,463 MJ 

1 .4 MJ Per User Per Day 

0.74 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 421 

• Hours of operation; 

o 3,952hrs for main facility; and, 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$31,489.00 

$4,044.53 per annum 

PCYC Mackay 



Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 33 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

172,798 MJ 

5.92 MJ Per User Per Day 

5.24 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 80 

• Hours of operation; 

o 3, 120hrs for main facility; and, 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$37,391.00 

$11,667.33 per annum 

PCYC Mareeba 

136 Walsh Street Mareeba QLD 4880 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 



Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or.Site 34 

Name of Building; Facjlity or Site 

202,266 MJ 

8.94 MJ Per User Per Day 

3.91 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 62 

• Hours of operation; 

o 3,640hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16- $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$34,099.00 

$7,614.21 per annum 

PCYC Mornington Island 

Lardil Street, Gununa OLD 4871 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 



Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 35 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

2.71 MJ Per User Per Day 

0.28 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day= 100 

• Hours of operation; 

o 3,128hrs for main facility; and, 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16- $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$37,812.36 

$827.83 per annum** 

PCYC Mount Isa 

67 Isa street, Mt Isa QLD 4825 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

527,672 MJ 

7.89 MJ Per User 



Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Ad.ditional Data) 

ost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 36 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type a~d Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estirnate Method 

• Users per day = 89 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,576hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$28,779.00 

$34,171.96 per annum 

PCYC Nerang 

Cayuga Street Nerang QLD 4211 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or lllum-a-Lite) 

426,159 MJ 

3.19 MJ Per User Per Day 

1.66 MJ Per User Per Day 



Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 37 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy.Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

• Hours of operation; 

o 5,214hrs for main facility; and, 

o 3,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$44,379.00 

$16,745.71 per annum 

PCYC Palm Island 

Mango Avenue, Palm Island Old 4816 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

66,618 MJ 

0.61 MJ Per User Per Day 

0.61 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 300 

• 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 38 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Basel.ine Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Rep°'~ingp~a (Mectsuring Energy 
. Efficie11c,y an~ Additionatl)~~) . 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$44,046.57 

$4,802.54 per annum** 

PCYC Pine Rivers 

Les Hughes Sporting Complex, Baker Street (off Francis Road), Bray Park 
QLD4500 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

411,252MJ 

9.39 MJ Per User Per Day 

3.74 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 120 

• Hours of operation; 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 39 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$55,474.00 

$12,816.85 per annum 

PCYC Redcliffe 

170 Klingner Rd, Kippa Ring QLD 4021 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

339,328 MJ 

4.56 MJ Per User Per Day 

2.83 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day= 204 

• Hours of operation; 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy o 5,318hrs for main facility; and, 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

• Cost of electricity has 
per kWh 



Cost of Activity 

Esti.mated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 40 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

provement 

Reporting Data (Measuring E~ergy 
Efficiency apd Additiona1Data) 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$41,785.00 

$15,886.33 per annum 

PCYC Redlands 

Cnr Mnt Cotton Rd and Degen Rd, Capalaba OLD 4157 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

538,318 MJ 

7.89 MJ Per User Per Day 

2.59 MJ Per User Per Day 

• 

• 

Users per day= 187 

Hours of operation; 

o 4,628hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calcula 
per kWh 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 41 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$57,498.00 

$16,506.37 per annum 

PCYC Rockhampton 

Stapleton Park, Bridge Street, North Rockhampton, OLD, 4701 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

153,386 MJ 

7 MJ Per User Per Day 

3.22 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 60 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4, 108hrs for main facility; and, 

o 1,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated usin 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours 
facility managers. 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 42 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Dafa (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$30,932.00 

$5,975.56 per annum 

PCYC Maranoa 

34 - 44 George St Roma QLD 4455 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

254,404 MJ 

6.97 MJ Per User Per Day 

3.96 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 100 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4, 160hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facil' 
facility managers. 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 43 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16- $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$53,638.00 

$6,461.79 per annum 

PCYC Sandgate 

106 Kempster Street, Sandgate, OLD, 4017 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

217,686 MJ 

7.36 MJ Per User Per Day 

3.1 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day= 81 

• Hours of operation; 

o 5,318hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided b 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consu 
lamp wattage plus ballast I 
Pricing and Regulat 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 44 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Loc~tion (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type .and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency andAdditional Data) 

Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$35,898.00 

$7,610.13 per annum 

PCYC South Burnett 

40 Macalister Street, Murgon QLD 4605 

Sport and Recreation 

Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or lllum-a-Lite) 

399,102 MJ 

14.2 MJ Per User Per Day 

8.32 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 77 

• Hours of operation; 

o 3,432 hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses i 
Pricing and Regulatory Tri 
Saving Scheme. 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 45 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16- $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$45,259.00 

$19,820.02 per annum 

PCYC Sunshine Coast 

Youth Avenue, Nambour OLD 4560 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

253,092 MJ 

4.2 MJ Per User Per Day 

1.16 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day= 165 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,238hrs for main facility; and, 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings for the 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have 
current power bills for P 
has been applied 
ranging fro 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 46 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$22,060.00 

$6,213.41 per annum 

PCYC Toowoomba 

219a James Street, Toowoomba, 4350 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Ute) 

265,482 MJ 

4.36 MJ Per User Per Day 

2.09 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day= 167 

• Hours of operation; 

o 3,796hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined b 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An 
has been applied to all facilities b 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.2 
KWh. 



Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 47 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$42,346.00 

$11,378.71 per annum 

PCYC Townsville 

2 Wellington Street, Aitkenvale, OLD, 4814 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

569,651 MJ 

4.69 MJ Per User Per Day 

1.25 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 333 

• Hours of operation; 

o 4,524hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KW 
has been applied to all facilities based on indivi 
ranging from $0.16- $0.28 with them · 
KWh. 



Estimated.Cost Savings 

BuHding, Facility or Site 48 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facjlity or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

the building type and its usage 

$50,462.00 

$12,213.06 per annum 

PCYC Upper Ross 

43 Allambie Lane, Rasmussen QLD 4815 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

428,770 MJ 

7.08 MJ Per User Per Day 

2.39 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 166 

• Hours of operation; 

o 3,519hrs for main facility; and, 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16- $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for t 
the building type and its usage 



Estimated Cost Savings 

Building, Facility or Site 49 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Cost of Activity 

$12,547.79 per annum 

PCYC Whitsunday 

Whitsunday Sports Park, Lot 106, Shute Harbour Road, Airlie Beach QLD 
4802 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

336,406 MJ 

12.8 MJ Per User Per Day 

5.36 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 72 

• Hours of operation; 

o 3,285hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (!PART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most a 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this pr · 
the building type and its usage 

$39,402.00 



Estimated Cost Savings 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Metllo.d 

Bas.eline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

$17,824.29 per annum 

PCYC Yarrabah 

57 Back Beach Road, Yarrabah QLD 4871 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or lllum-a-Lite) 

67,135 MJ 

1.53 MJ Per User Per Day 

1.38 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 120 

• Hours of operation; 

o 3,650hrs for main facility; and, 

o 2,000hrs for HID lighting 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Base · 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project takin 
the building type and its usage 



Building, Facility or Site 51 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 

Location (address) 

Type of building, facility or site 

Activity Type and Measure 

Energy Efficiency Estimate Method 

Baseline Energy Usage 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Reporting Data (Measuring Energy 
Efficiency and Additional Data) 

Cost of Activity 

Estimated Cost Savings 

PCYC Zillmere 

340 Zillmere Road, Zillmere QLD 4034 

Sport and Recreation 

Upgrade of Lighting 

Third Party audit (Scope Lighting or Ilium-a-Lite) 

154,339 MJ 

4.55 MJ Per User Per Day 

2.18 MJ Per User Per Day 

• Users per day = 93 

• Hours of operation; 

o 3,650hrs for main facility; and, 

• Cost of electricity has been calculated using a blended rate of $0.24 
per kWh 

Individual operating hours for each facility were provided by individual 
facility managers. 

Individual luminaire energy consumption was determined by individual 
lamp wattage plus ballast losses in accordance with the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rulings for the NSW Energy 
Saving Scheme. 

Costs of electricity by site have been determined by per KW pricing from 
current power bills for PCYC facilities. An average per KWh price of $0.24 
has been applied to all facilities based on individual per KWh charges 
ranging from $0.16 - $0.28 with the majority of sites paying over $0.24 per 
KWh. 

MJ Per User Per Day has been deemed as the most appropriate Baseline 
Energy Efficiency unit of measure for this project taking into consideration 
the building type and its usage 

$24,245.00 

$5,803.55 per annum 
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Introduction 

The purpose of this manual is to provide PCYC branches with detailed information on the LED 

lighting upgrades that have occurred across QLD. The manual is split into two chapters; 

Chapter one: site information and Chapter two: technical information. 

Chapter one provides branch managers detailed information on these lighting upgrades 

specifically tailored to their sites. Included in this chapter are the following: 

• A lighting scope detailing the old and new lighting quantities by area accompanied by; 

• A lighting floor plan labelled accordingly with the key in the lighting scope and where 

applicable; 

• A lux modelling design in areas where hi-bays have been upgraded. 

Chapter two provides technical information on the suite of lighting products used across PCYC 

branches in QLD. Included in this chapter are the following: 

• Specification sheets 

• Installation manuals 

• Warranty information 

I ENERGY 
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Chapter One: Site Information 
Lighting scope 

"" j!}z )'.c, "'"" " '" 

-~e~e~ 
Z " '" cs( ~:K £- ""= 

Ref Area 

A Main Hall 

B Dance Studio 

C Main Foyer 

C Main Foyer 

D Kitchen 

E Canteen 

F Hall 

G Main Amenity Area 

G Main Amenity Area 

H Admin Offices 

I Office 1 
j Office 2 

K Hall to Main Hall 

L Dojo 

M Outdoor Eatery 

N Gym Foyer 

0 Office 
p Halls 

ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

lighting Scope 

Existing lighting 

Hi Bay HID 1 X 400W 

Recessed Troffer fluorescent 2 X 36W 

Down light halogen 1 X 50W 

Down light halogen 1 X 17W 

Down light halogen 1 X 17W 

Down Light halogen 1 X 17W 

Down light halogen 1 X SOW 

Plaster Troffer fluorescent 2 X 36W 

Plaster Troffer fluorescent 2 X 18W 

Recessed Troffer fluorescent 2 X 36W 

Recessed Troffer fluorescent 2 X 36W 

Recessed Troffer fluorescent 2 X 36W 

Recessed Troffer fluorescent 2 X 36W 

Recessed Troffer fluorescent 2 X 36W 

Weatherproof2 X 36W 

Down light halogen 2 X 26W Pole light 

Plaster Troffer fluorescent 2 X 36W 

PlasterTrofferfluorescent2 X 36W 

Q Training Room & Kitchen PlasterTrofferfluorescent2 X 36W 

R ladies PlasterTrofferfluorescent 1 X 36W 

s Disabled Plaster Troffer fluorescent 1 X 36W 

T Males PlasterTrofferfluorescent 1 X 36W 

u Boxing Diffused Batten fluorescent 2 X 36W 

V GYM Bare Batten fluorescent 2 X 36W WG 

w StucfioGym Bare Batten fluorescent 2 X 36W WG 

w StucfioGym Bare Batten fluorescent 2 X 18W WG 

X Cycle Room Bare Battenfluorescent2X36WWG 
y External Down light halogen 1 X 50W 

RIIXlil Energy SO!ullona 
Unlt.16, 317-321 Wooopall Road, sm!lllllel!J Nf!JN 2164 
PllOne: 02 8867 99031Fax:029612 1250 
Email: 1111'0@l'l!Xl!S1SQY.oorn.at1 I w&w.raxele!!eroy.oorn.au 

ENERGY 
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THE 

Replacement lighting Qty 

LG 230W LED High Bay (85D} 10 

Osram 23W LED tube 32 

LG 9.5W LED downlight 12 

LG 11 W LED down light 4 
LG 11 W LED downlight 2 

LG 11W LED downlight 4 

LG 9.5W LED downlight 5 

Osram 23W LED tube 12 

Osram 9W LED tube 4 

Osram 23W LED tube 24 

Osram 23W LED tube 4 

Osram 23W LED tube 2 

Osram 23W LED tube 2 

Osram 23W LED tube 18 

Osram 23W LED tube 14 

LG 22W LED downlight 10 

Osram 23W LED tube 4 

Osram 23W LED tube 12 

Osram 23W LED tube 22 

Osram 23W LED tube 3 

Osram 23W LED tube 1 

Osram 23W LED tube 3 

Osram 23W LED tube 28 

Osram 23W LED tube 114 

Osram 23W LED tube 32 

Osram 9W LED tube 8 

Osram 23W LED tube 6 

LG 9.5W LED downlight 1 
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Lighting layout plans 
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Lux modelling 

ReXeL 

PCYC ASHMORE 
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Chapter Two: Technical information 

General Information 

Operations 
The new LED lights installed at your branch operate in the exact same manner as your 

previous lights did; simply turn the light switch on and off. The only difference PCYC staff 

members may notice is that unlike the traditional hi-bays and flood lights that require time to 

warm up before illuminating, the new LED lights will turn on/off instantaneously at the flick 

of the switch. 

Maintenance 
The new LED lighting have a lifetime rating of 30,000hrs at a minimum. This equates to 3 - 10 

years of operation for most sites depending on the hours of operation. Unlike the traditional 

lighting technologies where the lamp is replaceable, the LED light aren't easily replaceable 

and must be done by a qualified electrician. !.!!.!.1-!:=c.:..=::..::....::.:::....:..::::.i:::=:==.....:=-==-:::::...:.=..=:...;=~ 

Warranty 
The warranty period of the LED lighting vary between products as specified on the warranty 

cards found in Warranties. If a LED light doesn't function properly then you'll need to make a 

warranty claim to Rexel Energy Solutions. Please include the following in your claim: 

• A description of the problem, 

• contact details & 

• photos (if possible) 

All warranty claims should be sent to info@rexelenergy.com.au. Rexel Energy Solutions will 

endeavour to resolve your warranty claim as soon as possible. 

I ENERGY 
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Specification Sheets 
Osram 

Product datasheet 

Subst!TUBE Basic I Tubular LED lamps 

· Quid:. simple am! safe raplaa!ment withoot rewiring 
• Low mainll!nana! costs thanks to long lifetime 
-Energy savings of up to 65 'Jii: (compared to TII ftuorescent lamp on CCG) 
· Instant-on CO<l'J>ination with sensor tl!dloology 

· LED altemitive to cli!ssic Tll floorescent lamps in CCG lllminaires 
- Uniform illilmination 
- Wide bl!ilm ang!e: 160" x 120' 
-lnt!!grall!d ECGwim high power factor 
- Men:u,y-fraa and Roi-IS cornptii!!ll: 
- Type of protl!Ction: IP10 

-
D,cemi,er ~. 201-1. 16:26'47 
STll4m29WfM,5600r,m 

I ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

() 201'!. 05AAM GmbH.Mlrighl, """1W11. 

Page hf.* 
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Product datasheet 

Electrical data 

lta!ed wmlnous flwc 

Homlm,l wallllge 

lta!ed wattawe 

Homlm,l Yol.tag,t 

Opemlng frequency 

Homlmlmrrmt 

Type of Cltm!nt 

Power factor}. 

Photometrical data 

Ughttoloras per EN 124M-1 

Coler b!mpemun, 

Homlm,l wrnlnous lltn! 

Coler nomlering Index b 

:Standard deviation of ml<lr mo!thlng 

Light technical data 

:Starting time 

Homlnal beam angle 

lta!ed beam angle ""1fpealc va!W!) 

Dimensions & weight 

December 9, 201-4. 16:26..~7 

ST8·HB2 9 W/865 600 mm 

I ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

9001m 

9.00W 

9.00W 

230V 

5o....60Hz 

O.lXA 

M.. 

,0.90 

Cool D:ryllght 

6500K 

9001m 

>SO 

giodm, 

1w•x110• 

< 05, 

160J.l0 • 

160J.l0 • 

602.S mm 

27.8 mm 

0 WU. OSRAM Gml>H. AU rights n,scm,d. 

P"!lf!2af4 
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Product datasheet 

Capabilities 

Certificates & standards 

~9. 201~ 111:26"7 
STll-l!il2 9 W/M5 !IOO mm 

I ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

27.8 mm 

110.009 

·2!LIID 'C 

200000 

GU 

a/kc. to !EC &2471 

Cl 201~ 051W,1 Gmh!l. All rights~ 

Page3of4 
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Product datasheet 

Light Dislnllution 

Spectral power distribution 

Pn>ductmde Product~ l'<l<bglng tinlt Dimensions (l,mgll, Volmne """weight 
ll'l~ X width Ji Mlglll) 

'4051899913936 5TScHl!2 9 W/365 Shipping artL!n box 717mmx148 mm x 5.20dm1 1!109.009 
600mm -4 '49mm 

'4052ll99913936 ST8-.Hl!2 9 'iJ'./365 Sliiwlng artL!n box 726mmx191 mm x 28.70dm1 -l5KOOg 
IDlmm 25 207mm 

The mentioned prooua code describes the smallest quantity unit which can be ordered. One shipping unit can coniain one or 
more single products. When placing an order, forthe quantity please enter single or multiples of a shipping unit. 

For CJJrrent information see 
~ www.osram.corrVsl..lb:m!:ub!! 

Subj ea to change wi:l:hout notice. &rDr5 and omission excepted.. Alw;zys make sure to use the most recent release. 

D,:c,,mber 9, 20H. 16::26'47 
ST8-H82 9W/1165600mm 

ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

Cl 201-4. OSRAM Gm!>H. Ml rights re-. 
P"9"4of4 
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Product datasheet 

SubstiTUBE Basic I Tubular LED lamps 

- Cooling i!nd smrage rooms 
- Corridors, S!airways. parking garages 
- Ideal for simple lighting tasks 

-Quid. simple and safe replacemem wit!loot !'!!Wiring 
- I.ow maintenance costs thanks to long lifetime 

Energy savings of up to 65 ~ (compared to TS fluorescem: I.amp oo CCG) 
- lnstant-on light. therefore ideally suitable in oombinal:ioo with sensor tedtnology 
- Maximum resistmce to switl:hing loads 
- Correct operation even at low temperatures 

LED alternative to classic T8 floorescent I.amps in CCG wmineires 
Uniform ilfuminatioo 

-Wide beam angle: 160° x 120• 
- llltegrated ECG with high power factor 
- Mercury-free and Roi-IS compliant 
- Type of prnt:ection: IP20 

-
Duember9, 201-'. 16:2653 
ST8-Hll4 21 W/!65 1100 mm 

I ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

Cl 201-', OSRAM Gmbll. All right<~ 

PJ19111of4 
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Product datasheet 

8.ectrical data 

Jtat,,d !mniDDUS flux 

Nmnlmil .....u.gi, 

Jtat,,d .....u.gi, 

Kamlml \!olbp 

Operating freql.lfflt}' 

Kamlmlammt 

""'-m::!l:!l"A 

Photometrical data 

Ughtcollllras per 9112464-1 

Coh:tr lemper.mu,, 

Nmnlmil llilmlmlus Ila 

Light technical data 

hammgu, 

Starting limt, 

WamHlp lime C6Q !N:) 

ltated beam ll!ll9le (l,l,lf peak vawe) 

Dimensions & weight 

OYHallllngth 

l.mglh 

Tube dlamel,ir 

bl, diameter 

Product lil'dght 

Ma;,:lrnmn....._ 

Dccember9, 20H.16:265l 
STE-1184 21 W/8l,51l00 mm 

I ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

21001m 

21.00W 

21.00W 

22!1V 

50-601lz 

0.094A 

,0.90 

Cool D,y!lght 

6500K 

21001m 

150 • 

< O.Ss 

<a.sos 

1$0.00' 

1212.8mm 

1212.8mm 

27.5mm 

275mm 

26o.00g 

2!.0mm 

(! 201-4. OSAA."1 Gmbll. All rigl,13 """"""""
Page 2 oH 
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Product datasheet 

-21L+<1, •c 
·21L75 'C 

40000 h 

0.70 

200000 

GB 

Capabilities 

CE 

26 kW!;l1000h 

ST8·Hlil+210 21W 

ST8-HM 21 W/l,65 Shipping Clr!:Dn box 1335 mm x 191 mm SUll dm1 9/ill.OOg 
1200mm 2S x207mm 

The mentioned product code describes the smallert quantity ll!k't which can be ordered. One shipping unit can mot.in one or 
more single products. When pl.acing an order. for the quantity please enter single« multiples of a shipping unit. 

Dcmmbcr9, 201.f,, 1ik2653 
STS-HM 21 W/!i,S 1100 mm 

I ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

0 201.f,, OSAAM Gn:til. All rights ~ 

PageJaf.f 
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Product datasheet 

for current information see 
r- www.osram.com/substitube 

Subject to change without notice. Errors and omission excepted. Always make sL1Te to use the most recent release. 

December 9, 20H, 16:26:53 

ST84l84 21 W/865 1200 mm 

ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

(120H. OSRJ."1 GmbH. Ail righl3 ~ 
Page4af4 
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Product datasheet 

SubstiTUBE Basic I Tubular LED lamps 

Cooling and st!lrage rooms 
- Corridors. stairways.. parking garages 
- ldel for simple lighting~ 

- ~id. simple and safe replacement withoot rewiring 
- I.aw llli!inta'laoce costs thanks to long lifetime 
- Energy savings of up to 65 % (compared to TS fluorescent lamp on CC'} 

Instant-on light. the!'!:fore ideally suitable in combination with semor tl!chnology 
- Maximum resistance to switching loads 
- Com!ct operation even at low temperatures 

- I.ED al:t!!mative to di!ssic TS floorescent lamps in CCG l.uminaires 
- Uniiorm illumination 
- Wide beam angle: 160° x 120• 
-integrated ECG with high power factor 
- Hercury-frea and RoHS compliant 
- Type of protection: IP20 

-
~r9, 201-4.16:26:56 
STl-111!5 22 W/US 1500 mm 

Cl 201~ OSIW,l Gia!. Ail righb ~ 
Page 1of4 
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Product datasheet 

8.ectrical data 

ltau,d lumlnous ftll,c 

Homlnol-.g,, 

ltau,d~ 

Nomlnollll>l!ag,, 

Operating hqumqt 

Homlnolt:lllmlt 

Typeofarm,nt 

P<,...,. fat::tm A 

Photometricaldata 

Ught a:ilm'as per l!N 1.MM-1. 

Color temper.,ture 

Homlnol lumlr>ous bx 

Color remlerlng lmwc Ila 

Standard dl!vlatlon or cotor""""""'9 

Light technical data 

&eamangllf 

Starting time 

Homlnol bt,-, angllf 

ltau,d ""- angle \half puk nwo) 

Dimensions & weight 

December 9, 20H. 111:2656 
ST!Hl!lS 22 W/865 !SOOmm 

I ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

2200!.m 

22.00W 

22.00W 

230V 

50_60Hz 

0.096A 

M 

10.90 

Cool Oayllght 

65001( 

2200!.m 

> i!:O 

i;6 sdm, 

1ro•x120• 

< o.s, 
1ro.oo• 
16a.OO' 

1513.0mm 

1511.0mm 

27.B n:rn 

Cl 20H. OSRAM Gml!H. All rights""~ 
Page2oH 
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Product datasheet 

Lifespan 

Additional product data 

Capabilities 

December 9, 2014. 1&:2£:56 
STIH!l!S 22 W/865 1500 mm 

I ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

27.8 mm 

400.00g 

2!.0 mm 

·2CU!O'C 

0.70 

200000 

G13 

Ye 

No 

[£/kc. lo lEC 62471 

Cl 2014. OSlW,I GmllH. All rights meM!d. 
Page Jcrf 4 
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Product datasheet 

Light Dislnllution 

Spectral power distribution 

STHlB5 22 WIMS 
1500mm 

Shipping arton box 

25 
1637 mm x 191 mm M.12 dm' 
x207mm 

B~UJOg 

The mentioned product axE describes the sma!lest quantity unit which can be ordered One shipping unit can aintain one or 
more single products_ When placing an order. for the quantity please enter single o; multiples oi a shipping unit. 

For current information see 
www.osram.com/substitube 

Subject to change •mtbout notice. Errors and o;nission excepl!!d. Always make sure to use the most recent re!.ease_ 

Docemiber9,20H, l6:1l66 
STS-H85'. 22 W/865 1500 mm 

ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

Cl 2014. OSAAM GnmH. All rights n,scm,d. 

Page 4af4 
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Robus LED 

ROBUS~;. 

LEDGROUP 

I ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

QUALITY PRODUCTS BY LED GROUP 

' p~ di!Mvalblllty for do~ o:,rnm•roal & !IIICUrlty 
lghtlng 

' 1-'ltcn 
, Can be sw!!<hed by PW~ -Ill: detrlrmmtm LllO Ille 

, l!xallll!nt:~. Ughl:and $l;!'Ofllpw!d,g,:,od hN!;d~ 
* Dlnble, lcr.g tasting finish for _died iii., 
, !..eZs """""plll:l!eto ~va~lism 
, r. & Slmllll! m lnst.U and At fight dlnlclll:n 

591.:Ull!o ~ Hemmant, cy:.D 4114 Am!ralla 
Tel +Gl 7 3!19l 14Sli Fl!IX +Gl 7 l!!9l 149!!1 
!mall lnfol)lodgroupn:,b1.•u:onuu 
wwwJodgrouprobus.i::om.au 
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LG Lighting 
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Features 
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Technical Data 
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Re,;><eL:: 

Features 

ccr 

Product Details 

{ 

Specifications &Ordering Information - ccr 

9.SW X'OO< ~ 120..2~ J3a -W-40"C 44 30,~s 

HW ~ 400!»: ~ 1::!0.:240\\IL 3»li! /l'-0-i!O"e 44 30,llCCi'<n 

F"'"' 

>!iW 110-1~ 10f -10...iot 44 JO,eoe+n 

uw 400X ;J:30 2:u:1:;i~ lU-O .]1')-40"C 44 30,Cl')Cj.oitt. 

--
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SOLUTIONS 

{,:II\ w 

Adju:t:rhle F:tm:d 

~"F'ISCViXt 

9'W 

6701110 fi7ctrn 

'JOhiM' 

~ :;;so 

44 44 

.»t:oK4ooc+:'. :Wea{~ 

'15",40";6-0" 40",W 

-20-40'C ~70-40'C 

30,0001-h XtOOOH:e.. 

fkw.&Auq 

2"' ,,,. 
fU 

lS' 

"' W' 

"" .,. 

"'" 
W' 

JIOJ:C$1'NmA 

110lCf/b;\'4TJA 

JICl~ 

JIC4Ull'NmA 

Jl~'mA 

J104MhlGT:JA 

OIO~A 

01041:MllfflA 

010~ 

Technical Data 

C.-t~~,1111) 
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-.-
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--·-

qy,wt- CI!!¢1-1-. ,un,.,_.;,nt::i~ 

Sr 
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1. Which configuration fits to what kind of luminaire? Which setup leads to which advantages and 
Installation disadvantages? Descnbed below are the possible options. Please refer to !he foilowing chapters for 
options more details, product related details and technical datasheets can be dCl'Nllloaded at 

1.1 Overview Retrofitting a CCG luminaire accord. IEC 62n6Draft 
- Very easy and safe installation of Subs1fTUBE4' 
- The luminaire can stil be used for fluorescent lamps when the normal starter is reinstalled 
~ The certification of the iuminaire remains valid. 

- losses of CCG are significantly reduced to usuafly -1W 

Direct wiring 
- Rewiring of lurninaire necessary! -+ Installation must be done by quarmed Electricians only 
and all security precautions described herein must be followed 
- Responsibility of technical and safety consequenoes of the conver.ed luminaire is shifted to the party 
carrying out the conversion. 

- Conformity with al applicable legal requirements must be assure<! for the rewired luminaire and 
compliance with al relevant safety requirements and omer technical standards (e.g. acc. to DIN VOE 
0701-0:702) must be established 

- The converted luminaire must be given a new type plate. 
- The converted luminaire must not be operated with fluorescent lamps after reli'iiiring. 
- The instaner becomes the legal responsible for the converted iuminaire. 

Please refer to chapter 3. 1 "Direct wiring· for more details. 

I!!''"!"'"'!'!!!!!!!'!!!' ~· CCG l"minal<>I 

ISubsb"TUB~I ECG ruminairel 

Overview of possible installations 

mstalllllloo lneiructlooe SUl!!l!mlBEI' j 15.03.2014 I Page 2 
lPlLEM 

ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

................. - .a 
Retro~g_a CCG !IA'fp~---~1111 

"'• lummall"e 
•• 
~ ..... o.irect--wi··".-.°2--• 1$a .. _:·::::::::: ... aiJ_ 
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2. Retrofitting Exchanging lhe starta- and replacing the lamp is all what needs to be done to upgrade an existing 
in a CCG lurnmaire with conventional newest OSRI\M lED-tedmolc,gy. The llii.loresoent !amp 
Iuminaire nas to be exchanged wilh and the starter being repiaoed by Subsb"TUBE«' Start. The 

built-in 00G can be used as it is and existing cerlfficalioos remain valid. its losses are reduoed to 
ohmic losses of usually about 1 W. 
If lhe starter has not been changed to SubsbTUB? Start the iuminaira wil start blinking. Please 
switch off immediately and change the starter, because SubslffUB?can be damaged 
SubsbTUBE«' can be used in luminaires with changeable starter only. Existing ~factor 
oompensalion capacitors worsen lhe powerfaclor. but may remain wilhin lhe luminaire. 
Fur1hermora. it should be taken into oonsideralion lhe maximum amount of Subsb"TUBE® oonnected 
to one ciroun breaker acoording technical datasheet 
In case a oonvenlional fiuorescent lamp is being inserted when the SubstiTUBE® Start is in place. 
the larrsp ends will gleam. but the lamp wil not be destroyed. 

CCG Ur. 

---------- • - • • • - ·' p .f. corretion capacitor 

SubstffUBE.6 Start 

S!Jbsb"TUBE6 

--·· Circuit diagram of a retrofiired CCG luminaire 

' 
·""t~~"it.,_ 00" 1,. ,_ ~~:,·,,, '•., 

Retrofitting for common lamp holdero 

Installation lnstruclioos 
• Make sure that the supply voltage is disoonnected 
• Remove the oonventional lamp 
• Replace the old star.a-with SubstffUB? Start 
• Insert Subsb"TUBE«' into lamp hclders and check the light distribution angle 

• Subs#JTUB? Start (with fuse 250V. T2A) neoessary fur operation and safety 

Duo circuit double tamp luminaires can be refitted analogue to single lamp luminaires. 

ILR1oc------~-E3------c,1::1..1~11.Ff,1oc~--~-~-Hl-~-:_~a~o--,'I 
Cirouit diagram of a retrofitted double lamp CCG fuminaire 

1nab!IBl:loo lrumueilooa ~BE6115.03.2014 I ;,age;; 
LPU.EM 
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3_ Direct line 
voltage 
connection 

3_1 Direct 
wiring 

If an ECG luminaire is retrofitted or the losses of CCGs should be eliminated. the luminaire must be 
rewired. as described below in 3_ 1 "Direct wiring"_ Anaiogue prooeedirlg is recommended for new 
luminaires. 
luminaires may only be adapted to accept conversion lamps by appropriately trained persoonel. 
Conversion of lhe luminaire shifts the responsibiley for lhe technical and the safety consequeooes 
of the conversion to lhe party carrying out lhe conversion; lhis person becomes the legal 
responsible fur the new produot 

it is recommended to rewire a luminaire on both sides as shown below. Thus Subsb!UB~ oan be 
inserted in any direclion with standardized !EC compliant G13 lamp holders_ All wires need to be 
approved fur the existing voltages an,d appliance class. Usually solid wires with single isolation can 
be used for class I, double insulation wires could be used for class IL The maximum wire cross
section for lamp holders and starters is typically D.5mm2_ Built-in control gears must not remain 
oonnecled after rewiring_ 

Subsb"TUBE" Start or fuse UN 

SubsttTUBE"' 

Direct wiring circuit diagram of a retrofitted luminaire 

Installation instructions 
• Rework by qualified e!ecmcians only 
• Make sure lhat the supply vottage is disoonnecL=-d 
• Remove the conventiooal lamp 

Remove power factor correction capacitorflf installed)to improve power factor 
Rewire the luminaire as shCWTI in the cirouit diagram above 
Use SubsffTUB~ Start or a fuse (250V, T2A} 
Insert Subsb"TUBE® into lamp holders and check the ljght distribuiion angle 

• Assure that lhe rewired luminaire conforms with all appllcable legal requirements and establish 
that it complies with all relevant safety requirements and other technical standards (e_g_ ace_ to 
DIN VDE 070 t-0702) 

• Mark rewired luminairewith new type plate 

• SubstffUB~ Start or fuse (250V, T2A} is neoessary for installation protection 
• On nnl in=rl flu~t l;,m?", ;,<; !h?y would bl> dP<.tmyP<l 

Double lamp luminaires oan be refitted analogue to single lamp fuminaires_ The luminaires are to be 
wired as shown below_ 

f~ 
I LR
1 oc.c--------a+:;-Jrr1f w~-·---_--..,,,.c+:;-Jo I I 

Direct wiring circuit diagram of a retrofitted double lamp luminaire 

lnStallallon lnslruclloos SllbslmJBE- J 15.032014 I Page 4 
LPUEM 
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3.1.1 Sample 
instal.mon 
dmact wiring 
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Robus LED 

1NSTRUCT101l MAIIUAL 

a.wJTY Pll(DJCl'S r:, L!D GIOUI' 

OLYMPIC LED FLOOD LIGHT 

RPSOLEDF-04 

PLEASE READ INSTRUCTION BEFORE COMMENCING INSTALLATION AND RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCES. 
! Bectrical products can cause death or injury, or damage: to property. If in any doubt about the: installation or 
use of this product. consult a competent electrician 

Note: 
Produc:ttechrtlcal information and specification may change over time without prior notification 

fol-the: latest technical information please visit our web site WWW. ledgrouprobus. com or robusdiracl. com 

Specifications 

Model No. 

Supply Voltage: 

Power Consumption: 

Lumen Output 

Colour Temperawre: 

CRl: 
Beam Angle: 

Power Factor. 

Operating Temp Range: 

IP Rating: 

Safety Classification: 

Dimensions{mrn): 

Weight 
Warranty: 

Projection Distance: 

Max Prqjedion Area: 
Mounting Height 

RP5DLEDF-04 

100-240\/-50/flOHz 

50W 

3500lm 

4500K 

70 
85° 
>{HI 

-1f>OC<Ta<400 

IPOO 

Class I.Must be Earthed 

(W)320X(H)305X(D)103 

4.2Kg 

5year 

20m-25m 
25mx10rn 
4rn-Bm 

Complies with EN 60500--2-5, EN 60500-1, EN 62403. 

EN 55015. EN 61547. EN 61000--3-2. EN 61000--3-3, 

EN 61347-2-13. EN 61347-1 

lnfonnalion for the Produce user: 

Installation 

1. Ensure mains supply is switched off before OOl!Tlm!!!lcing 

work. 
2. Select suitable location for luminaire. 

3. Marie wall with appropriate fixing positions. Before 

drilling, ensure that the hole does not impinge on pipe 

wonc. cables or other building services. 

4. Mount lurninaire on wall. 

5. The luminaire is supplied Vl!th 0.5m of rubber cable. 

Using suitable IP rated enclosure le!Tllinate Bro,r,n {live). 

Blue (Neutral) and Green/Yellow (Earth) to switch 

supply .. 

6. This product has no user serviceable pans. lf any part is 

damaged, disconnect from mains and disooolinue use. 

Note: No "fixings screws provided'. please use 

appropriate fixing screws. 

1. P!ea5E! noie Ille requirement lo dllipOse or Waste Bedl!cal a Bedroole Equipment separalely from llousellcid waste (\'VEEE mil€ie:l w!lll 
crossed out Wlleelfe llirl symooi). . 

2. P!ea5E! ~ your role 1n ~lore-use and r;;cyeilng 1:ty lllllirl'Jng ll1l5 proouct at eoo or lie lo a Cdlecl!a!l oenlre tor waste aectra 
equipment or a Q;1c h"l!Sllty site, or lo a retall OUlli!t from \!illlOli you are pllll:llaslng a 11!jl!acement 

3. TlllS equlpm!!nl may contain euli61a!lce!i 1na! are llazamoos 1o llealtti anti Ile em'd"C!Mlent II CfispOsed or care!esely. It Ii; lrqportant Ina! It is 
~ fnlm flOO!lal J:oo.e!lllld wa.te a1II re::)'detl In ll1e WEEE Chain 

4. 1lle "cro65ed oot wtli!e!le l!lrn S)'ll'bol" oo a product roo1cates ll1l5 eqilli:rnent must oot be disposed or In flOO!lal J:oo.e!lllld waste, but sflould be 
dsposed Of acoornlng lo klCall \'VEEE regula!J005 

The Installation must be carried out by an electrician 

LED Group 
Western lli!lail Pad; 
Nangor Road 
Dublin 12 
lrerand 

lssue3 031114 

I ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

Tel: +353 1 7099000 
Fax: +353 1 7099J60 
Email: i11[oofed.ie 
Websiti!:v.'WWJ.ed.ie CE!S-0 
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Installation diagram 

Jr,, 
t,.--"' v11 
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,,t, 
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--1 
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l~ 
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~ .. ,... 
-4 

3 4 

5 6 

The Installation must bo ~ out by an electrician 

LED Group 
Western Ret!il Pn 
Nangorlload 
Dublinu 
lreb!ld 

I ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

Tel: +353, 7ll!IOOOO 
Fn: +353 l 7099060 
Email:: inmfed.ie 
Webmev.w#.ledie CE !cG:1'J 
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OLYMPIC LED FLOOD LIGHT 

RP200LEDFCW-04 

JNSTRUCTIOU MANUAL 

PLEASE READ INSTRUCTION BEFORE COMMENCING INSTALLATION AND RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCES. 
! Elecbical producbi can cause death or injury. or damage to property. If in any doubt about the ill!ltallalion or 
uae of this product. <:ansult a competent electrician 

Note: 
Product technical information and specification may change over time without prior notification 

For the latest technical information please visit our web site WWW. ledgrouprobus. corn or robusdirect. corn 

Installation Specifications 

Medel No. 

Supply Voltage: 

RP200LEDFCW-04 

100-240V-"..,{l/60Hz 

200W 

1. Ensure mains supply is switched oo before commencing 

work. 

POW!!r Consumption: 

Lumen Output 

Colow-Temperature: 

CRI: 

Beam Angle: 

Power F ac:bor: 

Operating Temp Range: 

IP Rating: 

Safety Classification: 

Dimensions(mm): 

Weight 
Warranty: 
Projeclion Distance: 

Max Projection Area: 

Mounting Height 

16.000lm 

4500K 
80 
100° 
>0.9 
-15oC <Ta <40o 

IP65 

Class I.Must be Earthed 

{W}435X(H)565X(D)150 

14.2Kg 

5year 

30m-35m 

35mx 18m 

4m-8m 

Complies with EN 60598-2-5. EN 60598-1. EN 62493, 

EN 55015, EN 61547. EN 61000-3-2. EN 61000-3-3, 

EN 61347-2-13. EN 61347-1 

lnforma'fion for the Producr user: 

2. Select suitable locatloo b lurrmaire. 

3. Mark wall wlt!! appropri3te fixing posllicns. Before 

ensure !hat !he hole does not irr,pinge on pipe 

wol'lc, cables or other ooidi!!g services. 

4. Moun! lurrmaire on wait 

5. The bninaire is supplied with 0.Em of rubber cable. 

Using 51.i!lable JP rated er#Closure terrrJnate Brown (Live). 

8kJe (Neutral) and Green/Y a!Dtl {Earth} to swlldl 

supply .. 

ll. This product has oo user serviceabile parts. If any part is 

damaged, discoonec! from mains and discoolinue use. 
Nc!e: No "fixings screws provided'. please use 

appmpria!e fixing screws. 

1. P1!!ase !IOI!! t:111? relj\lramSlt lo dispose or waste Elecl!lca! & Electn:l1c Equipment separall!ly from IIOU5e!1Clt! waste [\'IEEE maned Wl!h 
cro65eCI oot 'Aneeile bin S)'!l!l)OI). 

2. P1!!ase OO!ISl!:leryoor role In coo1rlbullng !O re-use and recyeing IJy relllmlng lt'IS proouct at elll1 on:le to a ~ cen,lre ror 'A-asle eleCi!ICai 
eql.llprnen! or a CMcAmenl!y site. orto a relal! m.'letrrom 'Atllell you are puronasng a~ 

l. TIiis eq!Jpmi!!lt may i::ontain S!.iilstances ltlat are lla2alOOUS lo health and t:111? enwoomi!!lt If~ or carele5sly. I! IS lrf\l)ortant !hat rt l:s 
~ from normal h006ehelt! waste am! recydet! 111 t:111? WEEE Cllai!I 

4. TIie ~ wt Wlleelle Ill!! ~oor oo a proouct Indicates 11115 equlpmem mll&t not re t!lepo!iet! or 111 oom13111005Bl!lfll waste. bUt moukl re 
1ll5!)06Ed Of aooordlng to lOca! WEEE regula!IOr!s 

The Installation must be carried out by an e>loctric:ian 

LED Group 
Wesll:m Retail Parli: 
N~Rooo 
Dubmu 
Ireland 

lssue2 031114 

I ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

Tel: +353 1 7099000 
Fax: +353 1 7099060 
Email: info61edie 
Website: wwwJedie C€!E:0 
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Installation diagram 

. . 

.D. T 
565:r.m 

1 
2 

4 

5 6 

Tho lnmillation must bo carriod out by an oloctric:ian 

LIDGroup 
Westem i!et!il Park 

I ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

Tei:+353 l 7099000 
Fi!X:+35317099060 
Emait:i~.ie 
Website:www.led.ie - CE 
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LG Lighting 

LG 

lnst:!11:ation Fixture 

Lighting 

LED HIGH BAY 

Spec1ficat!ons & Ordering Information 

,,, 

•120W 

t:O Ht24':PA-"'ie\ 

!•J c"~'~"'"·"'"'' 

ilili +- C!:9 
•175W,230W 

sensor Accessory Option 
0 Specifications 

LG HALOGEN REPLACEMENT 
.. . LED DOWNLIGHT (ADJUSTABLE 

Spectfications & Ordering lnfonnation ) 

" 

--©--,, 

'($:~JL, 
J\;::©--~,)1 
~70mm~ 

ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

,.JL, 
A ----c:====i 

A:0-7S.2JJmm' 
6:Mrrrn 

Installation Guide 

C Installation fixture 

o Sensor Accessory Option 

: =.:::::x_,, 
• , p 

.
: .... -... :r::r· .... ' ,.,,.· ', 0' 

'·,, ! 

~ ... 
+ 

Installation Guide 

Conduit 

~ 
;~-;;~ 

C Recommended .1ccessory 
components 

~ 
!I~ 
r~.1, 

----:....':...._.J 

C: Dimmer compatlblUty list 

CJC<JfMki2 

2=?20Cf00 

2.2!170: 

32El5WOM 
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LG CFL REP LED LACEMENT 
Sp«:dicatlons & Orderin DOWN LIGHT 

D lnfcnnatioo 

I ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

Installation Guide 

TUrki;e 

Notsuttablef ~ ordimmng~ 
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Warranties 

Osram 

OSRAM Australia Pty Limited 
ACN 050 103 181. A8N 34 050 103181 

Lev.! 11. 423 Pennant tills Road 
Pennant HIIIS NSW 2120, AIIStralla 

PO Box 673. PeMantHIIIS NSW 1715 

TelephOOe: +61 2 94<11 8399 
Facsimile: +61 2 9980 9121 

Websl1e: W'6W.osram.COO!.all 

OSRAM SubstffUBE Trio 3 Year Guarantee 

LED lamps from OSRAJ.I are noted for thei:r first-class engineering. slate-of-the-art thermal management. 
high-quality oomponenls. and systematic qualify assurance. Therefore. OSRAM is in the position to offer a 3 
year guarantee for SubsfiTUBE Trio lamps operalEd according to OSRAM specificafions in indoor 
applicafions. 

General Cornfrtions 

• No registration required 

• The 3 year guarantee applies to SubsbTUBE Trio lamps operating and installed to OSRAM 
specifications and to the ASINZS standards. 

• In the event of a lamp failing and thus providmg no more light within the guarantee period of 3 years 
from the purchase date. OSRAM will replace or provide a credit note for lamps that have 
demonstrably failed owing to a defect in material or workmanship. This requires the failed lamps to 
be returned to OSRAM Australia for analysis (with a ccpy of the delivery note or invoice enclosed). 

• OSRAM Australia wil not be responsible for any transport freight charges, installafion and removal 
labour charges or other costs. 

• OSRAM reserves the right iD decide upon the eligibility of a guarantee claim. 

• Due to bolh technical improvements and change of the luminous flux of the products during standard 
use, there can be variations for the light specifications of the replacement compared to the original 
product 

• Statutory guarantee claims shall not be affected by this guarantee and shall apply independent from 
and in parallel. 

• Guarantee claims will be handled by OSRAM Australia. 

• In the event of a problem. an email should be sent to warranty au@osram com defining the problem 
and the number of lamps affected. 

Regards, 

Christian Kiss 
Product Manger 

3
Year 
DSRAM 
Guarantee 
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Robus LED 

O.UAUTY ROSUS" PRODUC1S B'f LED GROUP 

..:.L.11 '2 
~,::.:-, 

HL:..-,;:_,::f.:.o T~:-
Ui{ ::'re~,:~ J.1(( ~<:} ;;:;1 

Limited Warranty of LED Group ROBUS Products_ v4 

Updated: 03.06.2014 

This Wi!mlllty applies to all ROBUS products; however the specific Wi!mlllty period is dependent on the product in 

question. Refer to the product packaging and accompanying documentation to determine the appropriate 

warranty period. The conditions of the warranty are listed in this document. The customer's statutory rights are 

not affected by the warranty. 

Due to the wide nature of application and environments in which products can be instai!ed, this warranty is 

dependent on proper use within specifications and does not cover all uses or applications. Refer to the product 

instruction leaflet for more details on the correct operating conditions and applications. 

if a product is de.signed to be used in conjunction with lighting controls {e.g. dimmers:, timers:, PIR or photocell 

sensors), the product must be properly connected to appropriate switching control circuits by a professionally 

qualified person, and configured according to the product instruction leaflet. With regard to dimmers, particular 

attention must be paid to the specific type (leading edge or trailing edge} and model that is compatible with the 

product. 

LEO fittings must not be connected or uhot-plugged" to an already live driver. The mains supply must be switched 

off, and the driver connected to the fitting, before the mains can be switched on again. Failure to follow this 

procedure can lead to current surges and/or voltage spikes damaging the LEO fitting. LEDs, like all semiconductor 

devices, are susceptible to ESO (Electro-Static Discharge). Anti-static protection should be worn when installing or 

maintaining an LED f'ttting. Care should be taken to avoid contact with sensitive areas such as LEDs and electronic 

components. 

Products, particularly LED products, may be susceptible to damage from contaminants (e.g. sulphur), and/or 

aggressive deaning agents. Care should be taken to avoid exposure to such compounds. 
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LG Lighting 
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l.lmltlltlone llllll COl1l1ltlooa 
TiHlSUMITEDW~ I$ !NUEUOF NN OTHERWA,"iRANTY. 
EXPRESS CR IMPLIED, l~K:LUD!t~G WITHOUTUMITAT:ION, ANY 
WA"<RAIIITY Of illERCHI\NTAl'llUTY OR ATNESS fOR.,'I 
PARTICULAR Pt!RPL~ TO THE EXl"'Jrr ANY IMPLIED WARR/i./JITY 
1$ REOUlRED BY L/l,W, !TIS UPATED IN DIJRATIO!HO THE 
EXPRE.£:D WARR>\NTYPERIODAl30VE. LGE WlLL NOT BE U.I\BLE 
FOR ANY NMCl!JENTAl. Cal!SEQL?El'ITIAL. lNDlRECT, SPEC1",l., Of! 

UM!TATIOil, LOST Pf!Of!Tr., OR ANY OTHER Di\illl\GE\i',H....l=TH::.R 
BASED !M oa,m'l.",CT, TCIRT, OROTHEf!\l\qsE. THlS LIMITED 
!NA"iRIWTY DOES NOT AFFECT YOUR ST:11.TUTORY RJGHTS UNDER 






